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Board refuses to validate
steering committee election
By Nancy Laughlin
Staff Reporter
Student Appeals Board has refused
to validate the Student Body
Organization 1SBO1 steering
committee election, upholding an
earlier derision by Student Arbitration
Board ISABI
But the Sludents for Better
Government 1SBG1 party, who
requested the election be declared
valid, will appeal the board s decision
to University President Hollis A
Moore Jr . SBG counselor Mike Florio.
senior i A&S >. said yesterday
On March 7. Fred Hoffman, junior
(B.A P and presidential candidate on
the Student Services Ticket 1SST1.
contested the validity of the enure
election, charging the Election and
Opinions Board with lax voting
procedures
SAB RILED THAT the SBO
officers election was valid, because
Hoffman had proved only that
violations could have occured. not that
they actually had occurred However.
SAB called for a new election for
steering committee members because

the names of three candidates were
inadvertently left off 100 ballots.
SBG. which won all but one position
in the election, contested SAB's
decision to the appeals board After a
two-week delay, the board decided last
Thursday night they would not hear the
appeal
In response to the appeal by the
Students for Better Government that
the Student Appeals Board validate the
steering committee election results.
February 27. the appeals board, being
an appellate body, cannot reverse the
Student Arbitration Board's decision."
the board's decision read.
According to Section V. Subsection
5a of the Student Code the statement
continues. An appeal shall be limited
to a review of the full report submitted
by the hearing board The purpose of
the appeal is to determine whether the
initial hearing board acted fairly in
light of the charges and evidence
presented
The appeals board members
concluded that they
believe this
i SAB's i decision was lair and just
FLORIO SAID HE will contest the
decision because SBG was not allowed
to present its arguments to the board

He said SBG believed the election
should be declared valid because only
26 of the laulty ballots were used and
had noeflect on the election outcome
He also cited affadavits from the
three candidates whose names were
omitted which called for the election s
validation
Florio charged that Hoffman did not
have the "proper slandmg to challenge
a steering committee election He
didn't claim to be filing for the.whole
SST party
He filed for Fred
Hoffman "
SBG was not permitted to present
arguments on either level of appeal.
Florio continued and was not even
notified of the appeal board's Hireling
The main thing I want is the chance
to present our arguments lo someone."
he said, "tte were not allowed to speak
to SAB or the appeals board 1 don't see
how they can make these decisions
without hearing the arguments
He added that
Basically, what
they re saying is that they're not
ruling They don't have the nght to do
that
FLORIO SAID HE was surprised
at the board's decision and thai their
behavior gives me the impression

that there was some poisoning of the
well " He refused, however, to say
who he thought had influenced the
board
Steve Dennen. Junior iB.A. > and
appeals board chairman, said
yesterday the student code gives the
board the right to hold closed
meetings
"We couldn't find any reason to hear
the appeal There were no grounds for
an appeal." Dennen said. "We found
that SAB did act fairly in their
decision."
The responsibility for the new
•lection now rests upon the Elections
and Opinions Board Sue Gallagher,
senior IA&SI and elections board
chairwoman, was not available for
comment Michael Valentine, graduate
student and advisor to the board, said
no date tor the election has been set
He said the hoard had met to plan
procedures in case another election
was ordered, but that Dr Kichard
Eakin. vice provost lor student affairs,
had told them to wait and see what was
going to happen
"We will be meeting relatively
quickly this week and decide on a new
election tdatei." Valentine said

Russian petroleum dealings questionable
NEW YOKK >AP> The Russians
were shipping quantities of their own
petroleum products to the I'nited
States at the same time they were
publicly encouraging the Arab oil
boycott against this country
U.S. Customs records here show that
since the first of the year, four tankers
have docked in New York and New
Jersey ports carrying Soviet petroleum
supplies, including millions of gallons
of gasoline
IN WASHINGTON, lederal official!
said they were not surprised to learn of
the Russian imports One State
Department official said the imports
began long before the Arab boycott and

there never was any indication the
Soviet Union intended to join the Arab
action
"In fact." the State Department
official said. "I don I think the Arabs
ever asked the other OPECOrganization ot Petroleum Exporting
Countries-members to join the
boycott
In the case of some of the imports, he
added, the same ships that took over
our wheat brought back their oil."
A Federal Energy Office official in
Washington said he too would ha.ve
been surprised if the Russians had
joined the embargo "I think the
Russians want to make a buck, too,"
he said.

THE GASOLINE imports alone
totaled more than IS 5 million gallons
enough toluel 23,290average ears lot .i
year
A lew .shipments tium the Soviet
I'nion last year arrived in Russian Hag

tankers, although the ships were not
manned by Russian crews a State
Department oflicial said But most of
the shipments of gasoline, kerosene
and heating oil came in American or
Greek ships

The n«»t time you or* walking toward tho Administration
Building to pick up your paycheck, or stopping on the
walkway to chat with a friend you haven't seen for ages, or
maybe just hurrying back to your room to catch a quick nap,
turn around and look at Hanna Hall. Ths old building appeart
to hav* its own beauty, not always realised at thosa eight
o'clock morning classes. (Newsphoto by Josoph W. Darwal)

WBGU-TV special-potpourri of issues
Topics ranging from Trustees Day to
the recent Student Body Organization
iSBO) elections to pay inequities in
female faculty salaries were discussed
last night on "H M. in the P M.." a
monthly presentation of WBGl-TV.

Channel 57
Guests were University President
Hollis A Moore Jr SBO President
Douglas Hugie. and Mike Wilcox,
student representative to the Board of
Trustees
After a briel summary of this year's
student administration. Bugie stressed
the need for student participation,
adding that students shouldn't crab"
if things don't get done
The remedy' "Sign up for a
committee
Administrators and
student body officers can't hear you
unless you serve." Bugie said
THE MAJORITY of last nights
discussion centered on questions called
in by viewers Asked if he will be able
to carry on his duties as student
representative lo the Board of
Trustees, even though he is the only
officer from another ticket in this

year's SBO. Wilcox said: "I feel being
the only member will have no bearing
on my work this year I feel I know my
job inside and out
Wilcox also said that rather than
push for a vote on the Board of
Trustees, he is sending out letters to
other student governments in Ohio
urging them to place a student representative on their boards.
In addition, he said students will be
able to speak with Trustees on
Trustees Day. April 17.
OTHER TOPICS discussed included
-The investigation of campus
election procedures by the News.
Asked what he thought of the election
and News investigation. Dr. Moore
said "I hate to dodge questions but I'll
have to dodge the second part of that
one because the case may come to me

We have an appeal mechanism here
which ends up on my desk and it would
be premature to judge now."
-Petitions presented to Dr. Moore by
WOMEN, a campus women's
organization, asking that general fee
money be used to help fund a rape
crisis center at the University. The
President said no decision has been
made on the group's request and that
the final budget "has not been
presented to the Trustees. The
committee i advisory committee on
general fee allocations) advised that
there be no funding from that source
I general feel."
-Female faculty salary inequities.
Asked if anything would be done this
year to alleviate the salary inequities.
Dr. Moore said "nothing more than
was done last year The deans' and
provost's offices are always open to
review salary contracts.

New SBO officers investigate
alternatives to traffic issue
By Curt Hazlett
Staff Reporter

Center
planned

This artiit'i conception of the proposed alumni center is the largest (pacific
project undertaken by the Alumni Association. Tho canter will be constructed
on Morcor Read, oast of Harshman Quadrangle. Construction should begin this
fall or early 1975. (Courtesy of News Service)

The new Student Body Organization
iSBO) administration might
discontinue work on the installation of
traffic lights on Ridge Street, a project
begun by the previous administration.
SBO President Douglas Bugie said
yesterday he believes the Ridge Street
issue "has been blown out of
proportion". and that he doesn't want
to '' rush into the issue
He said there may be alternatives to

Alumni plan $800,000 center
The task of raising 1800,000 for a new Alumni Center
is facing the University's 42.500 alumni.
James W Lessig. director of alumni affairs,
announced final plans yesterday for the center which
is the largest specific project the Alumni Association
has undertaken
Lessig is optimistic the drive will be successful and
that the Annual Alumni giving program, which last
year yielded a record $140,000. won't suffer.
For the past three months Lessig and his staff have
been rounding up support for the center. The
campaign is starting with a little more than $100,000
already pledged and they expect to have 25 per cent of
the total needed by the time ground is broken.
HE SAID the center, to be located on a three and
one-half acre poll on Mercer Road, just east of
Harshman Quadrangle, would be directed toward
alumni activities, while also serving the needs of the
University and northwest Ohio.

The center will be financed completely by alumni
contributions, and if all goes as planned, construction
could begin this fall or by early 1975
"I look upon the Alumni Center as a place where
faculty, students and alumni can meet together,"
Lessig said. "The center will be equipped to handle
district meetings and will be available to the people of
Bowling Green as well as the University community."
BUT ITS main purpose will be for alumni activities.
"There is no single place for alumni to go when they
visit campus," Larry Weiss, assistant director of
alumni affairs, said. "Now they'll have a place to call
their own and a facility which will be a source of pride
to alumni."
He added that often graduates return to campus and
later report that they never saw their friends. "One of
the main reasons alums return is to see their
friends," Weiss explained.
Weiss also views the center as a place to promote

the University and its graduates.
"Alumni are the real products of the University and
we'll be able to showcase their accomplishments," he
said. "For example, we could easily have an alumni
art show or pay tribute to the thousands of graduates
now teaching."
HE ADDED that the alumni have heard about the
center are enthusiastic. "Those who we have talked to
are excited about the idea of an Alumni Center on
campus." he said
The initial concerns about the center campaign
denting the Annual Alumni giving program are
easing "We're finding that people are interested in
supporting a specific project and that people who've
never contributed before are doing so for the center,"
Lessig said
Certain levels of giving have been designated
including the President's Club for persons who pledge
$10,000 over a 10-year period and the Loyalty Club for
those donating $5,000 over a 10-year period

the plan, including installation of
raised speed bumps on Ridge Street to
slow traffic
Such bumps, he said, might increase
pedestrian safety as effectively as
traffic lights at less expense
BUT BUGIE'S PROPOSAL has
come under fire from Safety Services
Director Howard Butter, who said
yesterday he didn't think he would
approve such a plan
"I'm basically against them (speed
bumps i. since we generally try to
make our streets smoother and less
rough." Rutter said.
' I would question whether I would
approve putting them on Ridge
Street." he said.
The proposal to install lights was
made by former Coordinator of State
and Community Affairs. Dennis
Grady.
His plan called for installation of
traffic signals at Willard and Ridge
Streets (near the Health Center I and
N. College Drive and Ridge St. (near
the Math-Science Bldg >
THE LIGHTS, which would operate
from 7:50 a.m. to 5 p.m. on class days,
would turn red ten minutes before each
hour and stay red until the hour They
would then function as normal lights
for another 50 minutes.
The system's estimated cost is
$3,000.
Bugie said he is not sure students
support such an investment, and added
that there has been little effort made to
measure their support.
"I'm just not ready to jump into the
lights," Bugle said He said it is

possible he will let the signal system
drop
But he added that he and Butch
Murnane. the new coordinator for state
and community affairs, would look into
the possibility of "speed bumps" as
quickly as possible.
"I WANT TO GET on it fast,
organize some ways of determining
student support, and see if people
really care." Bugie said
One possible objection to the speed
barriers, he said, was that ambulances
from the Health Center might find
them too rough for patients. He said he
would gel ambulance personnel views
on the subject.
Grady said that since the city is still
receptive to the idea of traffic signals
to control Ridge Street traffic, SBO
should still consider that option.
"The responsibility (for the lights)
lies with the administration I of SBO),"
Grady said "They have to either carry
it through, or drop it and explain to the
students why they did "
Rutter said SBO must determine
who will pay for the lights and other
details before the plan would receive
formal approval from his office, the
city's traffic board and city council.

Weather
Partly cloudy and mild today
and tonight. Highs 55 to M. Lews
in the apper 30s amd the low 40i.
Increasing cloadlaess tomorrow.
Highs in the 5e>. Probability of
precipitation 29 per cent today,
■ear sero toalght-

> 2/Th. M N.W., Twwoday, April 2, 1*74

eDiT8Riai_s
higherups involved
in ksu shootings?
The federal grand jury indictments of eight National Guardsmen for
their role in the May 4,1974 Kent State shootings will hopefully get to the
truth of what happened that tragic day.
One question remains unanswered by the grand jury's indictments,
however. The jury indicted only the lower ranks of the National Guard. It
also must be learned in the upcoming trials whether an order was given
to fire by commanding officers and what role former Ohio Gov. James A.
Rhodes played in the affair.
Since the shootings there have been just two beliefs about who was at
fault in May, 1970 One group has maintained that the National
Guardsmen should be free of blame for the dead and wounded at Kent
because they fired out of self-defense.
The other group has said the Guardsmen were in no immediate danger
at the time they fired and should be prosecuted for their actions.
The trials of the eight Guardsmen will expose the truth and should
teach America a valuable lesson so that such a tragic situation never
happens again
The indictments in no way represent a conviction against the
Guardsmen and it must be assumed that the eight individuals are
innocent until proven guilty.
As expected, the townspersons of Kent reacted immediately after the
shootings Many adults in Kent said they thought that, though the
shootings may have been wrong, the blame should not fall on the
shoulders of the "young, inexperienced men" who faced the rioters.
Others also have said the case never should have been reopened
because of the painful memories it evokes
But the cases have gone to the courts, where the truth will be learned
And as Arthur Krause. father of one of those killed, said, the National
Guardsmen are lucky because the U.S. Constitution guarantees that
persons are innocent until proven guilty. "They will not be deprived of
their civil rights as was my daughter."

wounded knee committee
By Sieve Lafferty
145 S. Maple Si.
Guet t Columnli I
While the nation and the national
press have torgotten the 71-day seigeol
Wounded Knee, where two people were
killed by the government. 129 Native
Americans are currently standing trial
lor their involvement in the
occupation
On trial with the six main defendants
iincluding Kussell Means and Dennis
Banks i
each lacing 10 count
indictments - arc the treaty rights of
the Oglala Sioux, their tribal
sovereignty, and the democratic right
ol self-governance.
The three demands initially
presented to the federal government
during the occupation are supported by
the Wounded Knee trials:
1) ESTABLISH ■ U.8 Senate treaty
commission to examine the :(71 treaties

made and broken with Indian peoples.
The Oglala should receive control of
their reservation as stated in the
Treaty ol 1868;
21 Repeal the Indian Reorganization
Act of 1934 which places all final
decisions with the federal government;
hold elections with impartial observers
on Pine Hidge;
31 Make the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) an independant agency and
thoroughly investigate tribal records,
corruption and Iraud on the Pine Ridge
Reservation

the loss of tribal lands to white
ranchers and farmers Suicide rates
are fifteen times the national average,
alcoholism is extensive. 75 per cent of
reservation housing is substandard and
tribal corruption-fueled by a lax BIA-is rampant
Wounded Knee and the Pine Hidge
Reservation became a focal point ot
protest due to poor reservation
conditions, disgust with the lack of
control over tribal affairs and
corruption.

WOUNDED KNEE, 197.1 was a
dramatic result ol the injustices
committed against American Indians
Guaranteed fishing and hunting rights
have been denied; tribal water and
mineral rights have been tapped for
white benefit while an average Native
family income is approximately $1000
l in■ m11lcivineni is over 75 per cent,
and government policies have allowed

PINE RIDGE residents, through the
Oglala Sioux Civil Rights Organization
IOSCROI. had attempted to get rid of
tribal chairman Dick Wilson. He was
charged with election Iraud. excessive
nepotism, harassment and
intimidation ol opponents, encouraging
the leasing of lands to white ranchers
without adequate compensation and
selling contracts to election
supporters

Only after lading to have Wilson
removed was the American Indian
Movement 1AIM1 invited to the
reservation. AIM'S history of standing
firmly for Indian rights was a source of
pride and strength for the Pine Hidge
people
While AIM members became most
visible over two-thirds of those in
Wounded Knee were Reservation
residents. They were the leaders"
who signed the negotiated agreements
of April Fifth (broken by government
perfidy I and May Filth
IT WAS Pine Ridge people who
sought a meeting of traditional chiefs
'and government officials to discuss
reservation problems And. it is the
Oglala Sioux of Pine Ridge who have
suffered greatest since the occupation
ended
Reprisals against known AIM
supporters include two deaths, tire
bombings of homes sniper firings lone
9 year-old girl was shot in the eyei.
concellation of the sacred Sun Dance,
and the loss of precious jobs
While terrorism and repression
continue on Pine Hidge the
government seeks to convict AIM
members for seeking justice and
sovereignty for their people
A SNAG has developed as the FBI is
known to have used illegal wiretaps to
gain
evidence'
against the
defendants
l mil the cases are
dismissed, however, legal costs are
nearly 530.000 a month
On campus ihe Wounded Knee
Support Committee is i aising funds for
the defense of the 129 defendants plus
over 100 others charged with related
crimes
The Committee also seeks to help
educate Ihe University about Native
American life and culture, issues and
events ol Wounded Knee and the
current trials

poor priorities
A report outlining U.S. policy toward Indochina released Sunday by
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger displays an alarmingly poor sense of
priorities on the part of the Nixon administration.
The report, prepared at the request of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, l>
Mass i. chairman of the Senate subcommittee on refugees, said the U.S.
is committed to South Vietnam where "no bilateral written
commitment" exists because of the 1973 Paris cease-fire agreement.
Kissinger would not give dollar amounts of U.S. economic assistance to
South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, but Kennedy said U.S. spending in
Indochina totals $3 billion for this fiscal year.
The Nixon Administration has recommended an $800 million cut in the
welfare budget, but the administration apparently feels spending S3
billion in an area of which the American people had grown weary years
ago is justified.
The government supposedly ended heavy U.S. involvment in Indochina
with the Paris cease-fire agreement.
With all the domestic problems the U.S. faces today, couldn't the
Administration find a better way to spend $3 billion than waste it in a
mess most Americans would rather forget?

let's hear from you
The Bti News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask lh.it
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel ..ml proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the F.ditor. CO The IK; News. 108
University Kail.

'SIMON SAYS

THE COMMITTEE will meet
Wednesday April 3 at 12.30 p m in the
Wayne Room i Union to discuss fund
raising and ways to better inform the
community about Wounded Knee The
meeting is open to the entire
University

. "FITCH"!'

Lerrers
thieves take
diabetic food
This is directed to the peraontsi who
stoic several bags ol tood from the
French House on Wednesday. March
27
Not only did vou steal the House's
tood but you stole a friend ol ours
personal bag She just found out over
spring break that she's diabetic and
will have to stay on a strict diet as well
as take insulin injections the rest ol her
life
THAT BAG contained 515 worth ol
food that she NEEDS. We know it
would be ask inn too much lor the
return ol part ol the food, but we're all
hoping
No questions will be asked Thanks

lor making this difficult time in our
fFiend'l lite moredifhcult

apologies

loneliness

Holly Homer
Judy Mm and

:I03 French House

victory

On behalf ol the In ion Activities
Organization. I would like to thank all
those who made it possible tor our
campus movie opening in the Main
Auditorium this past weekend
A very special thanks goes to the
Instructional Media Center They spent
most of last week ironing out the many,
many technical difficulties.

News. news. news, all ot which is left
or liberal
On April sixth, we will have a rally in
Washington D C. led by Dr. Carl
Mclntire. the radio preacher Irom
Collingswood N.J. The rally will be on
victory over Communism.
Into can be received Irom me or Dr
Mclntire
756 Haddon Ave..
Collingswood N J 08108

DUE TO A mistake in addition on
Saturday night about 50 more tickets
were sold than we had seats lor Those
50 people had to be given relunds;and
some were treated rudely
We otter sincere apologies

Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perry, Ohio 44081

Dale lloose
Chairman. I AO Campus
Movie Committee

I am a prisoner here at the Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility lor men in
Lucasville. Ohio I am writing in Ihe
hope that you help me
I WOULD LIKE VERY much to
correspond with one or more ol the
students at this University male or
female
I have no family and I am a very
lonely person and I would appreciate it
if you could arrange this for me I hope
to hear your reply in the near luture
Barry C Banhani
No. 135822
P O Box 787

Lucasville. Ohio 45648

speaking out

long, hard struggle to get indictments
By Jim Waiserman
Editorial Editor
Two years ago during winter quarter
1972 several BG students collected
signatures from members ol this
University community on a nationwide
petition calling for a federal grand jury
investigation into the Kent State
shootings on May 4. 1970
The petition started circulating more
than a year after former U.S. Attorney

THe BG news
mnomtiHur

— >i

(ieneral John N Mitchell said the
Justice Department had completed a
study ol the available lacts on the Kent
case and stated that no further action
would be taken by the Federal
Government
Many still fell however, that all the
lacts had still not been given careful
consideration There seemed to be
much evidence to prove that the deaths
of Sandy. Bill, Jefl and Allison and the
wounding of nine other students was
unwarranted and that the true blame
rested on the shoulders of the national
guardsmen
TWO YEARS after the circulation of
the petition and almost lour years alter
the shootings, the Federal government
has proved that justice is still alive in
America
Alter a 39-day investigation and
three days of deliberation, a Federal
grand jury in Cleveland has indicted
eight former members of the Ohio
National Guard The eight have been
charged with willfully assaulting and
intimidating demonstrators by firing in
their direction and violating the
constitutional rights of those killed and
wounded in the 13-second volley of
gunfire.
It has been a long, hard road Irom
May 4. 1970 to the eight indictments
IN AUGUST. 1170 The Presidents
Commission on Campus Unrest,
headed by former Pennsylvania Gov
William Scranton. visited the Kent
campus to make a report on the
shootings
The Scranton Commission said the
blame for the deaths rested upon both
students and the National Guard The

report staled: The actions ol tome
students were violent and criminal and
those ol some others were dangerous,
reckless and irresponsible.
"The indiscriminate firing ol rules
into a crowd of students and the deaths
that lollowed were unnecessary
unwarranted and inexcusable Even il
the Guardsmen laced danger, it was
not a danger which called lor lethal
force."
The Commissions report was
rejected both by the government in
Washington and Ohio Vice President
Agnew was given the job to discredit
the report and he proceeded to do so
calling it a
pallium for
permissiveness
ON OCTOBER 15. 1970 an Ohio
Grand Jury indicted 25 persons, mostly
Kent State students and faculty
members, for their actions in the
demonstrations The National Guard
was cleared of all responsibility for the
shooting deaths
A few days later Seabury Ford, head
of the Portage County Republican
Party and one ol three special
prosecutors for the grand jury, who
was also said to have heavily
influenced the grand jury, made
inllammatory remarks to a reporter
Irom the Akron Beacon Journal
Ford said. "There is no question that
those boys ithe Guardsmen i would
have been killed up there if they hadn't
turned around and tired. 1 think the
whole damn country is not going to
quiet down until the police are ordered
to shoot to kill."
Ford said he agreed with th average
Kent-Ravenna citizen's opinion.
wondering why the Guardsmen didn't
shoot more of them.' About the

bullets that killed lour and wounded
nine, the prosecutor said The point
is. it stopped the not- you can't argue
with that It just stopped it Hat
AT THAT time it was believed that
almost 90 per cent ot Portage County
citizens were in agreement with the
grand jury's decision and Ford's view
of the shoot ings
However, the grand jury's report
was ordered destroyed by a federal
court in Cleveland on January 28. 1971
because ol the jury's publication ot an
extra statement of the report which
charged the Kent administration ol
laxity and permissiveness in
controlling the University against
radical elements
It was felt by the federal court that
the rights ol the defendants to a lair
trial had been damaged by the extra
statement, which had already judged
the defendants guilty. The indictments,
however, were upheld
The state grand jury's report was
nothing more than a summation of the
prejudiced attitudes of the rural
community around Kent In the lirst
few hours the jury convened it had
decided that under Ohio law the Ohio
National Guard was to be held
blameless
_
AFTER THAT decision it was clear
that the jury was meeting only for the
purpose ol arresting students and
professors who had caused the trouble
On December 8. 1971 the state, in a
surprise move, dropped 20 cases ol
those indicted by the jury, because of
its lack ol evidence.
Always adding to the confusion of the
two conflicting reports was the
existence of a 7.500 page secret FBI

report News ol the FBI's findings
began to leak out and it was generally
believed that the FBI had discovered
that the riots were not Communist led
and that the Guard was so likely of
unprofessional action that court action
could be necessary
On July 23. 1970 a reporter from the
Akron Beacon Journal got hold ol a 14page analysis ol the report which had
been prepared by a member ot Ihe
Justice Department.
THE REPORT stated flatly that the
shootings at Kent were not in order. It
also stated that the Guardsmen s lives
were not in danger at the time ot the
shots and noted that all but four of the
13 students killed or wounded were
shot in the side or in the back
FBI Chief J
Edgar Hoover
immediately reminded the press that
the 14-page report was merely a
summary by a Justice Department
official and not an FBI conclusion.
Shortly thereafter, Ohio Sen. Stephen
Young made accusations against the
Guard that made it seem likely he had
access to the Justice summary.
Sen. Young charged that the Guard
had made up the story that their lives
were in danger and had gotten together
after the shootings to agree to a
common explanation to which they
would hold
ON OCTOBER 31. 1970 the New York
Times got a copy of a more complete
Justice Department summary of the
FBI findings. Apparently the Justice
Department had become so disgusted
by the Ohio Grand Jury's findings that
it decided to release the whole story

t

The new summary contained the
same findings as the original report
but contained more details The report
said the Guardsmen stated they lired
after hearing others lire or upon
hearing the first shots they assumed an
order to fire in the air had been given
The report also discounted Ihe theory
that a sniper may have lired at the
Guard and said evidence shows that
the Guardsmen were not surrounded
when they shot into the students
HOWEVER, on August 13. 1971 Ally
Gen Mitchell still maintained that
there was no need for a federal grand
jury investigation Everyone now
knows what kind of moral character
John Mitchell was made of and it is not
surprising how he sought to hide the
truth from an America which was
mostly content with the findings ol the
Ohio Grand Jury
The real truth will come out in the
trials ol those indicted last Friday
After almost four years of waiting we
can all rejoice within ourselves that
the system is finally being held
responsible for getting out of line
It has been a long, hard struggle to
get those indictments Those who have
kept active in the efforts to reopen the
investigation deserve the highest
praise.
THANK YOU ever so much Elliott
L. Richardson (former U.S. Attorney
General who ordered a new Justice
Department inquiry into the shootings I
for your concern and foresight. Jeff.
Sandy. Bill and Allison would have
been pleased.
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Attorney seeks contributions

Eight guardsmen plan defense

r.

*»,

[

Student
display

'
Sandy Camponelli, senior (Ed.), lookt over ene of the weed
sculptures en display al the Second Annual Student Design
Exhibition in the gallery of the Fine Arts Building. The gallery
is open through April 10, hem 8 a.m. to S p.m. weekdays and
from 2-5 p.m. on the weekend. (Newsphoto by Joseph W.
Darwal)

CLEVELAND.
(API Planning was under way
yesterday lor defense funds
and legal action for the eight
Ohio National Guardsmen
indicted from the 1970 Kenl
State University shootings
An Akron area group
headed
by
attorney
Lawrence Luck of suburban
Wadsworth said contributions were being sought to
help pay costs of attorneys
and other aspects of a
defense effort
The panel's members.
Luck said, "are not taking
issue at all with the right or
wrong
of
what
the
individuals have done but
were concerned that the
defendants were being made
what
Luck
called
"sacrifici.il goals" in the
matter

IN

CLEVELAND,

an

attorney representing four
of those indicted said a
motion to dismiss the
charges would be tiled in
I' S District Court here,
although he set no date
All eight were charged
with violating tederal law
prohibiting deprivation of an
individual's civil
rights
They were charged with
having lired at or near the
tour students who were
killed and the nine others
wounded in the May 4. 1970.
confrontation ot guardsmen
ami
student
protestors
demonstrating against IS

Public utility hearings resume
COLIMBI'S .APi
The
wisdom of advertising
campaigns by electric
utilities to boost then sales
is in question before the
Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio iPUCOl in hearings
resuming here today.
PICO examiners say the
testimony may he wr.ipped
up by the week send.
Ohio Public Interest
Action Group. Inc.. brought
a request for a ban on
promotional ads aimed at

increasing public demand
lor electric service, which it
says will increase air
pollution
It was combined with a
coincidental
PUCO
consideration ol extending
its ban on gas company
advertising, to electric
utilities, said Katy Bavis.
stall counsel to PCCtis
examiners

"THE BAN on the gas
companies came with the

natural gas shortage, the
attorney said
Hut it was not shown
then that there was any
general energy shortage. In
recent months. PUCO linds
homebuilders will lace
liquid propane heating bills
up :I00 per cent and tuel oil
heating up 200 per cent So
the commission considered
looking into another ban.
she said
An interim order went out
in December with the

OP1AG call for all electric
utilities to halt their
advertising
Ohio's Supreme Court last
week stayed that ban until
the hearings conclude and
PICO issues a linal order.
OPIAG has tiled a 1.000page report in the hearings
Then an pollution concerns
are fueled by the fact that
most
Ohio electric
generating plants are coal
powered. Mrs Bavis said.

military
involvement
in
Cambodia
A federal grand jury
wound up J9 days ol
investigation by returning
the indictment Friday that
named
Mathew
J
McManus. 28. West Salem,
identified by the indictment
as still in the Guard but who
said later he had resigned
and
other
former
guradsmen Lawrence A
Shaler. 28. Ravenna. James
D McGee, 27. Ravenna
William E
Perkins. 28.
Canton; James E . Pierce.
29. Amelia Island. Fla..
Ralph W.
Zoller.
27.

Mantua. Barry W Morris.
29. Kent, and Leon H
Smith. Beach City
Daniel Roth, a Cleveland
attorney, declined to say on
what grounds the dismissal
would be sought
But CD Lambros. his as
socialc and the primary
defense attorney prior to his
being hospitalized about two
weeks ago. had said he
would fight any indictment
on the ground that federal
delay had violated
his
clients' constitutionally
pledged right to a speedv
trial

THE FEDERAL grand
jury probe was called last
December.
reversing
previous federal decisions
against such an investigation
Lucks committee, the
other three members of
which declined identification, will deposit any
collected lunds in a Canton
bank for distribution on the
basis of need, he said
The fund was begun, he
said, because the state's
attorney general had said
Ohio cannot pay deiense

costs of any employee facing
a criminal charge, as are
the eight guardsmen.
The attorney general's
spokesman said, however,
that if one were acquitted,
he could request that Ohio's
sundry claims board
reimburse him for the legal
costs
Luck said he hadn't
discussed the fund with the
guardsmen but that he had
worked with the wives of
two of them "and we know
that they don't have the
personal wherewithal to
defend themselves."

newsnotes
Mariner report
PASADENA. Calil
lAPl
A
mysterious object which scientists
thought might be a small moon near
Mercury has been found to be
radiation from a distant star.
Mariner 10 officials said yesterday
Dr. A I.yle Broadfoot of the Kill
Peak National Observatory' near
Tucson. Ariz., said his team of
scientists had mistakenly thought the
object was moving
The illusion was caused by the
movement
of
the
spacecralt.
Broadfoot said

Welfare
KKY BISCAYNE. Fla lAPl President Nixon says that because ol
a "major drop" in the country'I
welfare rolls.
Congress should
immediately cut federal welfare
spending by $800 million
Nixon said the decrease of 225.000
persons last year in the aid tor

dependent children IAFDO program
was encouraging evidence that we
are beginning to make some progress
in solving the weltare mess
In a statement issued Saturday, the
President said the decline to a total
figure of
10 8 million AFDC
recipients marked "the first major
drop in the nation's welfare rolls in a
number of years."
Nixon credited the welfare drop to
tougher management by the
Department of Health. Education and
Wellare

Truckers
LOS ANGELES (API - Another
nationwide shutdown by independent
truckers is planned lor May 13. a
trucking organizatpon spokesman
said yesterday
Mike Parkhurst. president of
OVERDRIVE Roadmasters, said his
organization would coordinate the
protest He also is publisher of
Overdrive magazine
Parkhurst said the truckers would
halt their rigs in a demand for lower
fuel prices and an audit of oil
companies to determine how much
fuel they can produce

Parkhurst predicted between 90.000
and 100.000 truckers would join the
shutdown

Food giveaway
BERKELEY. Calif i API - Internal
thefts and poor administration
riddled the mass food giveaway
aimed at ending Patricia Hearst's
two-month captivity, says the
community coalition named to
monitor the handouts
Washington Secretagy of State A
Ludlow Kramer, who organized the
People in Need program, denied the
charges
The speakers declared the 12
million PIN lood program suffered
from a
general lack of
coordination."
no
regularly
scheduled meetings, no defined lines
of authority, erroneous news
releases, no food checking system
and transportation and warehouse
troubles.
The coalition aired its complaints
on KPEA radio here Sunday In a
prepared statement read by seven
representatives of San Francisco Bay
area groups.

TONIGHT
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IN CONCERT
AT

The Agora

Rory Gallagher
with

Kiss
Actually, we look the liberty of
pulling that figure out of the air We
honestly don't know how many freshmen, sophomores. |umors. and seniors
sent Pocket pictures home last year
We only know that a lot ol people liked
the idea ol dropping a picture into the
mailbox rather than writing a whole long
letter Pocket pictures are good lor this
sort ol thing because they are |ust about
postcard size Just turn them over address
them, put on 10c stamps and you're
as good as home

(1

II
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Doors Open 7:30
Show Starts 8:30
Tickets at the door-»3.50

Dorr & Secor, Toledo
531-4624
No One Under 18 Admitted
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SWP chairwoman chides
government, corporations
By Rote Hume
Managing Editor
Last year will be long
remembered for
its
shortages
And. according to Debby
Bustin. the energy shortage
"will go down in history as
the Great Amsrican Kip
off
Bustin. chairwoman of the
Socialist Workers Party
I SWP i nalional campaign
committee, spoke Sunday
night on the year ol
shortages. Watergate .mil a
civil liberties suit filed
against the government bv
the SWP

She said the year of
shortages also was the year
of record
profits in
industries
experiencing
alleged crises.
"They (the governmenl
and corporations i are lying
to us." she said If there is
no shortage, then the
corporations create them."
SHE ADDED that
American technology has
advanced
enough
to
eliminate
shortages
completely
Bui she said none of the
necessary research to end
shortages would be done
"until we live in a socialist

Hearing clinic sponsors
conservation workshop
A workshop sponsored by the University I Speech and
Hearing Clinic will locus on the Importance ol hearing
conservation
Industrial nurses, industrial health and safely directors,
and other interested persons will be instructed on the
function ol the hearing mechanism and the performance of
hearing tests in addition (o hearing conservation programs
Registration information on the April 4-5 workshop, may
be obtained from I)r Herbert J (ireenlierg ol the Speech
and Hearing Clinic

world."
She accused American
corporations ol callousness
in escalating unemployment
and raising air pollution
with burning coal
"What it boils down to is a
war on you and me and if we
fight back, we're subversive," Bustin said.
The
lormer
SWP
candidate for mayor ol
Atlanta
also
called
President Nixon a crook and
the White House the crime
capital of the world
"I THINK in a real court
of justice. Ihey would put a
criminal like Nixon in jail
amd throw away the key."
Buslinsaid
She said replacing Nixon
with another Republican or
a
Democrat wouldn t
improve
government
because both parties are on
a political seesaw which
perpetuates corruption
She
accused
the
government of attempting to
eliminate
third party
candidates by public lunding
of political campaigns
"An idea ol a third party
dot's not enter the minds of
most Americans, but it is
entering the nightmares of
the
Democrats and
Republicans." Buslinsaid
The public lunding lav.
requires that
parlies
receiving campaign monies

must have acquired four
million votes in the last
election. Bustin said the
vote requirement means no
third parties will receive
funds
"THERE IS no political
party today that represents
the vast majority of
Americans." she said It is
clear if working people want
to light the two-party
system, they will have to
form their own party."
She added that socialism
not only could be democratic
but has to be deomocratic.
"II the working people ran
the factories, they would be
run lor people not profits,"
she said.
Bustin explained the SWP
has filed a civil liberties suit
against the government for
bombing,
shooting
and
burglarizing
pwrty
headquarters as well as
harassing party members.

Point
emphasized

Dabby Bustin, chairwoman of the Socialist Workers Party, diocusaed the year of
shortage* Sunday night. She said the necessary research needed to end
shortages would not bo accomplished until a socialist world is created.
(Newsphoto by Joseph W. Darwal)

Ford energy study released
WASHINGTON lAPi - A
Ford Foundation study says
the government should
seriously consider steps to
slow or halt the growth of
energy demand instead of
concentrating on full-scale
development of energy

• •• •••••••••••••
APPLICATIONS FOR

resources.
The report, released over
the weekend, said most ol
the nation's remaining lossil
fuels age in public lands and
offshore.
It added that the pace at
which the lederal lands are
opened can play a key role in
determining the over-all
rate of energy growth, the
mix of fuels and the degree

DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE
OF VOTER AWARENESS
CAN BE PICKED UP
IN 315, UNION

• •••••••••••••••

BIT

THE

report

asserted:
It will be far
more difficult to ensure a
fair return to the public
from the leasing ol its
resources and to protect the
environment
under
a
program
of
rapid
development."
.
The study said
the
country's growth rate of
energy demand, now about

2 FANTASTIC FILMS!
"ROCK OF AGES 72"

A SEGMENT OF THE CLASS ON

"POWER FOR ABUNDANT LIVING"
WAYNE ROOM, UNION
8:00 THURS.&FRI. NIGHTS
APRIL 4th & 5th

3.4 per cent a year, could be
continued
through
this
century
with
all-out
development of resources.
However, it said this
growth rate could instead be
cut in half, with no major
disadvantages,
by
a
concerted effort to conserve
energy through better use of

UAO Men's Bowling League

OFFERED BY THE WAY MINISTRY

.

We've got auto parts
for imports.

to which the nation must
rely on imports "
The two-year private
study by the foundation's
Energy Policy Project noted
that "for the present, the
decision has been made to
rapidly develop all federal
energy
resources
simultaneously."

starts

Wednesday, April 3 7 p.m.
Sign Up Now
in the
UAO Office 2-2343
»8 for 8 Weeks

3 SBO POSITIONS
NOW OPEN
COORDINATOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
— Public Relations person for SBO
—Works on Kaleidoscope
-Write a column for the B.G. News
-Must keep himself/herself informed of all
that's happening in SBO
-Must attend all Steering Committee meetings

COORDINATOR OF INVOLVEMENT
—Works with all campus organizations
—Works with all SBO Boards
—Works to improve use of students in government
—Must attend all Steering Committee meetings

SECRETARY
-Must be able to type, do filing, & use
office equipment
-Must be willing to devote 15 to 20 hours a week
—Must attend all Steering Committee meetings

Auto parts tot imports - quality made replacement parts lor the most popular import cars in town.
Worldparts are made by world famous manufacturers such as Moremont
Bosch Lange Boge
and more than 60 others
When your import needs repairs have your garage or service station man call us
tor Worldpdrts O' we can give you the name and address of an import expert near you.
Volkswagen • Toyota • Datsun • Opel • Volvo • Mercedes Benz • MG • Fiat • Triumph
• Renault • Capri • Porsche • Saab • Jaguar • BMW • Audi

wo?u>ivi?rs

/1UTO R4RTS FOR IMPORTS
We're headquarters for Worldparts. Call us for a service expert near you.
Exclusively At:

Bob Goldman Car Parts
525 Pearl St.
353-5861

• All These Positions Are Paid
At the Rate Of $1.60 Per Hour
• The Best Person Who Applies For
Each Position Will Be Chosen
Come to 405 Student Services Bldg.
to apply and get more information until
Friday, April 5; or call 372-2951.

Tu.tdoy, April 2, 1974. Tho 1G

N.W,/PO«.
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Rape: easy to charge, hard to defend'
By March Cwtk

Women enjoy being raped
This is one of the beliefs surrounding rape. Barb Shaeffer.
a member of ihe Chicago Women's Liberation Unit, said
Sunday night.
Shaeffer. Judy Gordon, a member of the Fort Wayne
women's movement, and Rev. Dan Motto, a Fort Wayne
Methodist minister, who are involved in establishing a rape
crisis center in Fort Wayne. Ind . gave a presentation on the
legal sociological and psychological implications of rape
In a paper she composed on the psychological and
sociological implications of rape. Shaefler described it as
an act of aggression in which the victim is denied selldetermination
SHE SAID women are indoctrinated to believe they
cannot travel freely, and they musl learn to function within
limitations instead of learning todelend themselves
She also said women are installed with the belief that they
are the guilty party in a rape because of factors like short
hemlines
Shaeffer added that safety devices exist for the protection
of men. such as the beliefs that rape occurs because ot .,
Ink of legalized prostitution and thai women enjoy bcmn
i aped

Rev. Motto said there are two strains ot belief about rape
it is a terrible crime and must be punished, and i! is an
acceptable crime because few rapists are caught and
prosecuted
He said of the 56 per cent of reporlrd rapes ending in
arrest, less than one per cent end in conviction ol rape,
according to statistics from the 1972 FBI Uniform Crime
reports
' "ANY MALE committing rape has .i 99 to 100 per cent
chance of not being prosecuted.' he said. "This sayi to me
that there is a lol of acceptance of rape
Rev Motto cited one of (he reasons lor the low
prosecution rate as the assumptions built around the rape
law
The laws are designed to protect rapists from lals<
reports.' he said It is assumed thai women make false
reports "
He said two assumptions are lh.it women reporting rapes
are either prostilutes who have not been paid or glrll Who
are pregnanl and scared

IN SOME stales, he said, il is even mandatory loi the

Bars stop ladies' nights
Complaints ol sex discrimination ha\e forced two
area
n i g h t cIu b s
to
discontinue
specials
to
women
The Canterbury Inn and
the Gigolo in downtown
Bowling Green have slopped
ottering
ladies'
night
specials
Don Miley
managing

partner ol the Gigolo, said
he agreed lo st< p when the
Toledo office ol the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission
tOCHCi informed him a
complaint had been filed
against him because of the
Gigolo s ladies night
"LADIES' NIGHT wasn t
doing thai well anyway
Mile) said.

Social Studies institute
set for area teachers
T h 11
summer
the
I niversily will oiler an
American
Revolution
institute lor social studies
teachers as part ol its
celebration of Ihe country's
1976 Incenlennial
Ihe institute is supported
by a granl from the Ohio
Department ol Education
Km n led
The American
Revolution
Reconsidered
Implications for the Social
Studies teacher " it will be

held July a-Aug 9
Designed lot junior and
senior high school social
studies
teachers
in
northwest Ohio. Ihe institute
will i insider causes, course
and consequences ol the
American Revolution
llislonographucontroversies and issues relative
lo Ihe period also will be
fealured.

COURSE

WORK

will

Include the introduction ol

innovative methods ol
teaching social studies and
the
development
ot
instructional units for use in
the classroom.
The institute will be
limited lo about 20 persons
Participants will receive
stipends
while
in
attendance
Additionally,
they will
earn three hours of graduate
credit in history and three
hours of graduate credit in
education

Miley also agreed to keep
an eye on His competitors
and inform the OCRC of any
sex discrimination by other
area mghlclubs
"Il would be to mv dis
advantage lo lei other clubs
do what I can't Miley said
Emerson Cole director ol
the OCRi s Toledo of lies
said Ihe commission can act
only alter receiving a
complaint In tins case the
complainl was made by
Mike Florio. senior I \.v.S>
Cole said ladies' night! at
the bars are considered to
violate House Bill 110
section 4112 02 of the Ohio
Revised Code
DARYL HOLE Canter
bury Inn manager said he
discontinued ladles night

Hole added III.M the
Canterbury Inn may again
offer ladies night, but will
recipro- ate l>v offering
men S night
The

Dme

Thirlv one

000 i radii

course! will lie oTIt ;< I
during spi nig quartet b) lh<
University's Office ol
Continuing Education
In addition to three
COUl -es in the Heal Estate
ti'i i ii ic.it ion
Program
classes are scheduled in

persona!
development.
physn il fitness, women's
Studies
and
foreign
languages
Registration is beinu held
Irani H a in to noon and 1 to
5 p in weekdays ai the
Office ol ('.mlinning Edu

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN A GOOD
INCOME WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG ENOUGH
TO ENJOY IT AND STILL HAVE A CAREER
20 YEARS FROM TODAY?

ALL KINDS
New Assortment of Religious Books

Stock Market Club
w

II Room 303, Bank of Wood County Bldg..
3rd Floor - 131 S. Main St.

m
mmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmm}

First Night of Trading
In This Quarter

Vliiutiisii ation

Persons till yo.ns ol age Ol
nliU'i may register tor d
class for $5 l-'m othets
tuition varies depending

/.

jn th> lurse
Km
additional
uiformaUoi wnu DirecUM
ol N"ii Crcdi: Courses. 504

Administration
phone 372 ir)lh

........
THI:

.
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I0IIS MAIN BOWIINGGREEN O

"LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO"

(419) 353-0503

(419) 354-9603

15% OFF ON DOGS!
10% OFF ON DOG SUPPLIES!

Edward G. Murphy, C.L.U.
Geneiai Managei of
Toledo General Office
for
New York Life Insurance
Company

PENNY SALS ON A WIDE VARIETY OF FISH

IN-STORE SPECIALS AND GIVE-AWAYS!

will be interviewing for sales and management careers at the student placement
office on Wednesday, April 10th. Call the
placement officer for an interview.

$200 Qpp 0N D0Q GR00M|NG
WITH THIS AD DURING THE
GRAND OPENING!!!
9-9 Daily, 1-5 Sunday

This Week At

Now Open!

THE AGORA

(Weather Permitting)

BGSU GOLF COURSE
& DRIVING RANGE *
East Poe Road - Phone 2-2674

WEDNESDAY

SEASON MEMBERSHIPS
BGSU Students
Faculty 4 Staff
Public
(Family Plans Also Available}

$ 50.00
$ 60.00
$120.00

Weekdays
BGSU Students
All Others
Weekends
BGSU Studft'.tl
All Others

9 Holes 18
$1.50
$3.00
9 Holes 18
$2.00
$3.50

Welfare Night
THURSDAY

Dynamite

GREENS FEES SCHEDULE
Holes
$2.00
$4.00
Holes
$3.00
$5.00

* DRIVING RANGE HOURS
Weekdays: 3 p.m.-llp.m:
Sat.-Sun.: 1 p.m.-ll p.m.

(2 of the orig. Raspberries)

FRIDAY

Streakers in the Flesh
SATURDAY
(Capitol Recording Artists)

Rainbow Canyon
SUNDAY

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS

FREE!
6 PACK

Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.

EASTER EGG HUNT!

I Don't Care

AT STERLING FARMS FIELD
ACROSS FROM THE ICE ARENA

10 a.m. SAT., APRIL 6th
FEATURING THE

CRUSH
<»-12 or. C*ttS OF STRAWBERRY, ORANGE
OR GRAT>E CR0SH W«Trt TME PURCHASE.
OF A*3.»«?l2ZA(i4|>iTe»SOftmO«)

TOMIGHT
5RiY\.-MIDNnfe.
1ey«r4**rorVft«»1»i*.llorti*'rtm»tth. No«Wf*n*.

PflSLIAlS
tooMS.mAitJ

rH.5M-7S7l

If you are majoring in science or
engineering and nuclear power
interests you,
The Navy will assist you in financing
your education for the next year or
two.
As a senior, you may earn as much as
$540 a month.
See the Navy Officer Information
Team at University Hall on April 3-5,
1974, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

oi

MARCH 30th TO APRIL 7th

NOW ON SALE!

OPEN DAILY 10-12,1-4
SAT. 9-3

5m

Bld|

GRAND OPENING

An Equal Opportune, i mployer

Bibles
Greeting Cards
Religious Records
Religious Books

cation.

;.j

Electric

has a ladies' night once ,i
week and
according lo
owner Ken 1 tonley has noi
received an) complaints
Spokesmen
tor
the
BrathaUS and Howards in
How line Green mid the)
show no discrimination and
lhal then specials art loi
evei vono

THE rape crisis center they are involved with is to begin
operation mid-April It will be open from 8 p m to 2 am
seven days a week by only women volunteers who have
completed a training session conducted by psychologists
According to Shaeffer. the center's goals are to provide
rape victims with medical and legal information, moral
support and counseling, to educate Ihe public on rape and to
press for changes in existing rape laws.
Gordon said it is important lor the centers to develop
talking relationships with police investigating the eases and
the prosecuting attorney to show that the goal of both areas
is to stop rape
Shaeffer added thai people must know the emtar is set up
to help victims, but is not an extension ot tl, lav
Rev Mollo said lhal although the center bat had problems
with finances, organization, finding a location and initially
establishing credit, it has received good response so lar

Non-credit courses to be offered

Company in Perrytburg sun

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE

THE THREE week
program will be directed by
Dr. David C Skaggs. associated professor of history
Hi Larry Wills, assistant to
the dean of the College ot
Education, will serve as
associate director.
Area teachers interested
in Ihe institute can contacl
Dr. Skaggs. 203 Williams
Hall.
lor'
furthei
information

- TONIGHT RIVER ROOM, UNION
7:00 P.M.

after receiving a tortu letter
from the
Bowling tireen
Stale Universit)
Men's
Liberation Department

judge lo loll Ihe jury that rape is a crime easy to charge,
bul hard lo delend" an.l ID sei louslv consider whether or not
lo believe tne wuman
Gordon said she sees cape crisis centers as pan ot the
solution lo the problem ol rape She said the centers are
designed lo nuke il easier tor the victim! to talk aboul their
experience and easier logo lhroui.li Ihi legal pioeess
SHE ADDED thai the centers also ' make the police more
aware lb il someone is watching what they're doing "
Other solutions she SUggentOd wore to have women on
police lor. es and act ..v prosM ruling atlol nevs in rape cases,
and realistic IcgiMation lhal takes gender oul ol rape
la m
viordon said il is Important for young girls lo learn to use
theil bodies lot ii> iiUM
Its reallv important U klW« What your physical
strengths are she MM

EASTER BUNNY
1500 EASTER EGGS
4th GRADE AND UNDER PLEASE!

WELCOME BACK
TO SCHOOL PARTY
Next Thursday
FREE ADMISSION

FUN! EXCITEMENT!
BRING BACK THE SPIRIT
OF THE "GOOD OLD DAYS"

DELTA TAU DELTA

DANCE CONTEST FINALS
THURSDAY, APRIL 11

•1.000 TO THE WINNERS
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Album's success begins at studio
Review by
FriskJohnson
When listening to records,
you should remember that
ill the action is not
happening on your turntable
Listening to the finished
product, you are on the end
of a long involved process
that started in a studio One
of the newer studios with a
lot of action has been
Caribou Studios in Colorado
These studios have been
used in making the lasl few
Chicago albums including
the newest one. "Chicago
VII (Columbia :128I0> And
with their seventh album
being a two-record set. the
group has gone through
some musical changes
The first of the four sides
is instrumental not going
into pop. but into real music
this time

News positions
Applications lor B(i News
editor and business managei
are available at the News
office. 106 University Hall.
Applications must be
returned by Friday

"Prelude to Aire
and
"Aire" are the first two
tracks, and their first
attempt going from spacy
quietness to jazz This music
comes off quite well,
showing a side of the group
usually hidden
THE OTHER three sides
are
only
partially
instrumental, falling back
into the usual pop bag The
rest of the album comes ofl
in the usual, predictable
Chicago style Note the slowballad beginning the third
side. 'i I've Been I Searching
So Long." the group's
current single
It is
reminiscent of earlier
tracks Colour My World'
and Just You n Mr Only
this lime the addition nl lush
strings adds to the
moodiness of it all.
On the album, that track
goes directly into a Latinoriented
instrumental.
"Mongonucleosis." which is
no doubt patterned after the
music of jazz percussionist
Mongo s.mi .iiii.ii I,I This and
the dedication of the first
side's "Devil's Sweet to Jo
and Elvin Jones, marks the

first time that Chicago has
acknowledged the existance
of real jazz musicians
The rest of the album
rounds out with more music
in the usual Chicago mold of
brass, vocals, brass, some
scattered keyboard work,
and more brass The vocals
however, are imporved
coming over much more
smoothly
than earlier
albums. On a couple of
tracks, help from the
Pointer Sisters and the
Beachtioys is added
This may mark a return
for Chicago to older and
better days when the group

had original ideas, enough to
put out two record sets on a
regular basis, along with
posters and other visual
garbage •
ANOTHER GROUP
recording at the Ranch is
Earth. Wind & Fire Though
being around lor quite a
while, the group never
achieved any kind of
notenety until their move
from Warner Brothers to
Columbia Since then F.W&F
has become one of the few
progressive black rock
groups to make it with any
success.
The nine man group

depends on a wide array of
instruments for their unique
sound combination of
African
rhythms
and
American jazz sounds The
jazz sounds can be found in
'Caribou" where the vocals
sing a non-verbal scat,
soundimg
like jazz
trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie.
The African rhythms can
be heard throughout the
album, but are more evident
in " Drum Song'' which hay a
solo from the kalimba The
kalimba is an African instrument resembling a
handheld keyboard.

This group is progressive

Council lifts wage, price controls
WASHINGTON lAPl
With less than a month logo
until its control program
expires, the Cost of Living
Council yesterday lifted
wage and price controls
from about ItiTi industries
and 10 per cent of the labor
force
It was the council's
biggest single
decontrol
action to date, and seemed
certain to result in higher

prices for items ranging
from wearing apparel to
movie tickets to life
insurance premiums
The industries decontrol
led. by category included:
Manufacturing -- apparel,
luggage,
tools,
heating
equipment, motor vehicles
and passenger car bodies,
photographic equipment,
and clocks and watches
Wholesale trade--auto

STUDENTS • FACULTY • STAFF
JOIN THE WOOD COUNTY

j& Democratic Club
TODAY!

tires and tubes, furniture
and home furnishings,
lumber and construction
materials.
sports
equipment, toys, apparel,
paper products, beer and
chemicals
Financial
institutionsbanking,
life
insurance,
credit agencies, and real

WOMEN
The proposed budget for
WOMEN will be a main
discussion topic at a 7 p.m.
meeting
of
WOMEN
tomorrow.
The meeting also will
focus on the denial ol
general fee allocations and a
petition
circulated
on
campus to obtain budget
support
The meeting will be in 205
Hayes Hall The women's
center,
consciousness
raising groups lor men. a
day care center, a rape
crisis center and the April
Women's Coalition
are
included on the agenda

Artisf's display

David Willmarth, President
Larry Snavley, Membership V.P.
Kenneth Rothrock, Social V.P.
Rachael Graham, Campaign V.P.
Delia Vorhauer, Secretary
Allen R. Baldwin. Treasurer
Trustees:
Shirley Miller
Robert Shirk
Emily Dauterman
Roger Anderson
Agnes Pastorek
Patsy Aldrich
James Copley
Patty Chambers
Jane Coller Delarber

Al Newlove
Robert Blake
Lee Knorek
Warren Lot*
John Ault
Hazel Davenport
Stan Ziemianski
Frank Radeloff
Jerome Carpenter
Marvin Adams
Waneta Rodeheffer
Phillip Bresler
Irene Shiple
Alma Culbertson
Fred Gerken
Frank Paden

Miriam Grabill. March
graduate in fine arts, is
displaying a selection of her
recent paintings in the
Promenade Lounge, t'nion
The show, which runs until
April 15. features works
which arc existential and
religious

Dear Fellow Democrats:

Wood County
Democratic Club
Officers

because they don't stop tor
too long to play American
soul. These vocal-oriented
pieces, are at a minimum on
this
album,
"Devotion"
being a slow moody ballad,
and Tee Nine Chee Bit"
being a soulful rock number.
All of this happens on their
new album.
"Open Our
Eyes' (Columbia 327121.
which was also recorded at
Caribou Ranch in Colorado
Their sound is much cleaner
than their last effort, and
their music is original and
refreshing in light of the
usual soul material being
»released these days

For many Americans, disillusioned and dispirited by the shocks of 1973.
the New Year may not appear to be much to look forward to The nation
faces more untold truths about the energy crisis, more inflation, more
unemployment and more questions about Richard Nixon's fitness to serve
as President
Our National Party, now reunited, has come back from defeat. We know
now. that our political system of checks and balances does work.
Democrats in Columbus have continued to push for action In the areas of
ethics legislation and election reform.
In addition to races for state offices and the U.S. Senate, we shall be working to elect one more Democratic County Commissioner and a Democratic
County Auditor We will also be involved in congressional, judicial and state
legislative races.
You. as an individual citizen, and a Democrat, can play an active role In
the affairs of our Party and help lead the way toward decent and better
government by joining the Wood County Democratic Club.
During the past year, the Club has held several meetings in locations
through-out the County, increased its budget threefold, helped promote the
Democratic National Telethon, and given nearly 12.700 to Democratic
candidates in the city. One of the most important innovations has been the
Democratic Club News. This informative newsletter is funded, in part, by
your membership and will be sent to you throughout 1974.
So, as an investment in the political health of the Democratic -Party and
Our Nation, join today Fill out the application below and mail it today!

Stav* Dannen, junior (B.A.), jogs alone new, but the
advent of a campus jogging club could change hit
dairy habit. The group will meet at noon Thursday,
April 11, in the square between the Men's Gym and
the Education Bldg Prospective joggers mutt be
willing to stick with the program and mutt secure
doctor's approval before beginning the exercise.
(Newtphoto by Joseph W. Darwal)

Two concerts to feature
ensemble, opera pieces
overture to Dr Wallace Del'ue's opera "Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde ' Dr Del'ue. whose
opera will premiere in Bowling (jreen in late
April,
is an associate prolessor of
composition and theory at the University
Dr. Bakei will perform Schoenberg's
"Three Piano Pieces' and Ives' "The
Alcotts" Irom "Sonata No. 2. Concord,
Mass . 1840-1860 in honor ol the centennial
of composers Arnold Schoenberg and Charles
Ives
Dr Baker, who has won the Grinnel
Award, taughl at the University of
Wisconsin He received his bachelors and
masters degrees from the Oberlin Conservatory and a doctoral degree from the
University of Michigan
Both concerts will begin at 8 p m in the
Recital Hall. School ol Music, and are free
and open to the public

Members ot the School of Music will
present two concerts this week, one
featuring a recent opera composition and
centennial pieces and the other highlighting
wind ensembles.
Tomorrow the four wind ensembles under
the direction ol Mark S Kelly. University
band director, will perform "Serenade for
Thirteen Winds. Op.7" by Strauss. "King
l.ear
Variations"
by Amram
and
"Propagula" by Linn
Jell Smith, senior iMus Ed I, playing
saxophone and Tim Willson. sophomore
iMus Ed i, playing tuba, will be featured
soloists with a wind octet performing
" double Concerto'' by Hartley.

ON THURSDAY. Dr Walter Baker
associate professor ol performance studies,
will perform Rhapsody of Evil." the

MCOOMALOS C66 MCMUFFMt
ITS A HCAfttV BaCAKtASf
WITH A PMCC THAT WON'T
iKMst VOM AWAKC
r, r,
"Try an egg, grilled in sweet creamery butter, covered
with melted cheese and Canadian Bacon, on a toasted
English muffin."
Served Monday thru Saturday
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

THE WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CLUB

FILL OUT
AND MAIL TODAY!

estate agencies
Services-hotels and
rooming houses, auto
repairs and garages, motion
pictures, amusement and recreation services and educational services, except for
public employees
The council also lifted
wage controls for 706,000
postal workers, 537,000
railroad workers. 927,000
telephone
communication
workers, 732.000 auto
salesmen and 698.000
gasoline service station
workers.

^70 E. WoOSter

1974 Membership Drive
Now In Progress

YES!! I want to be a member of
THE WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CLUB FOR 1974

ENCLOSED IS:

MR A MRS

MR-MS.

Check
Cash
Annpw

For
CITY

MEMBERSHIP(s)

71P

Husband & Wife $5
MM**

Single $3
FOR OFFICE USE
PTT

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AND
MAIL TO WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CLUB
P.O. DRAWER E, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

P.S. ■ Register to Vote!
500 Lehman Ave.
Bowling Green
April 1-2- 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
April 3-5 - 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
April 6 - 8:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
April 8 - 8:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.

n
irahan

m H \
■McDonald's
■
■
■»
1050 S. Main

. ■

4-

TuMdoy, April J, 1W4, Th. tO N«wi/Po». 7

Food costs cause problems

Price hikes passed to students
"Our situation is not
unique College food service
programs are unhealthy as
the devil right now."
Inghram Milliron. director
of auxiliary services, said
yesterday
Explaining the difficulties
Food Services face in coping
with rising food costs, he
said wholesale price
increases for vegetables
over a four-month period
range from 10 to 40 per cent
Frozen vegetables are much
higher than fresh ones, he
added
Milk shows the greatest
wholesale hike, rising from
74 cents a gallon last
February to $l 15 a year
later, he said

Prices rise

Faad Service hot bafun t« pott the rWng cwts af faad an la
tha students. Hara In Praut Hold cotataria, a student ardan a
helping ai vagatablai thai hat inoaoiad to 25 cant*.
(Newtpheto by Jataph W. Dorwol)

"NORMALLY, something
goes up when other things go
down." Milliron said "But
we're not getting that kind

of fluctuation now Everything's rising "
"One company came here
and gave us three price
increases on one piece of
meat in one day"
Continual
upward
movement of prices creates
a seller's market where
wholesalers prefer dealing
with retailers rather than
institutional food facilities,
related Milliron
' It s not as advantageous
for wholesalers to sell on bid
like they used to. They just
don't want to comnul
themselves to a price." said
Milliron
Set price bidding done at
the beginning ot the year
causes the wholesaler to
absorb any price increases
during the year
MOST

BIDS

the

Unl-

SEC investigator pressured
NEW YORK (APi
A
Securities and Exchange
Commission investigator
i SEC i. who developed a
multimillion dollar Iraud
case against financier
Kobert L Vesco. testified
yesterday he was under
pressure to avoid an> thing
that might prove
politically embarrassing
Stanley Sporkin. stocky
dark haired veteran of 13
years with the SEC. was a
government witness at the
outset of the seventh week in
the
criminal conspiracy
trial of former Atty Gen
John N Mitchell and onetime Commerce Secretary
Maurice II Stans
Sporkin basically covered
the same ground as that
covered last week by his
onetime superior, tormci
SEC Chairman Q. Bradford
Cook
But Cook's testimony was
tainted by his admission to
the jury that he had perjured
himself at least five times
before his appearance at the
Mitchell-Stans trial
THE CONSPIRACY phase
ot
the indictment also
charged that Mitchell sought
through Cook's predecessor
as SEC Chairman. William

Casey, to have testimony
from two Vesco stenogra
phers postponed by the
agency
Sporkin said he told Casey
that the women had to do
with the $200,000
"Mr. Casey said to me.
why couldn't we postpone
these
women
He
mentioned to me this was
the week before election He
said to me he believed they
could be politically embarrassing
if
their
testimony came out He
. said. Stan, you know how
things leak out of the commission, and these could
leak out.'
"I said the testimony
could not be postponed I
said (hat would be wrong..
I said. Bill, you must
rely on my judgment in this
matter. Someday you're
going to be thanktul for
relying on my judgment."
THE TWO women were
called as planned, but both
took the Fifth Amendment
and Vesco's contribution
remained secret for the
time being
As for a disputed
paragraph in the Iraud
complaint {hat was filed
Nov 27. 1972. Sporkin said

Scholarships available
to education students
The Alumni Association is awarding six {300 scholarships
to students in the College of Education. Jane II. Krone,
director ot Student Advisement Center, announced
An appointed scholarship committee will screen
applicants for the annual awards Only full-time students
are eligible
Criterion for selection are financial need, scholarship
activities in school and home communities and awards and
honors the applicant has received
Plans alter graduation and personal desire for the
scholarship also will be considered.
Interested students can obtain an application from the
Program Advisement Oil ice. 365 Education Bldg
Completed forms are due to that ol I ice April 5. 1974
Winners will be announced at the Honors Banquet of the
College ol Education May 29

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES - JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248
HOURS 913. l-5_yiON-FRISAT 1-5

after a colleague assured
him they were not needed in
the civil prosecution of the
matter
In early February 1973.
Sporkin told of another
meeting with Cook. He
testified
Mr Cook asked me when
we were going to make this
thing public. 1 said we were,
as soon as we had all the
information Irom our
sources He then asked that

Cook suggested the section
be removed Instead Sporkin
and Cook agreed to make it
less specific
It was
redrafted to eliminate any
speed ic reference to the
movement of the Vesco
money
REGARDING
the
transcripts. Sporkin said he
raised no objection to their
being witheld from the court
records ol the Vesco case.

we postpone making our end
public, until the Committee
to Re-elect the President
made their end public. I
said. No. absolutely ' "
Cook had testified that in
the matter of the redrafted
paragraph, the transcripts
and the question of making
the Iraud background public,
he was acting at the request
of Stans. who was chiel fund
raiser for the Committee to
He-elect the President

Court upholds secrecy act;
communes depend on zoning
movements exceeding
$5,000.
A three-judge lederal
court had upheld the
portions of the law requiring
extensive record keeping by
banks and the reporting of |
foreign transactions, but had
said the domestic reporting
regulations unreasonably
invaded the right to privacy
The
Supreme Court
majority reversed that
holding

WASHINGTON lAPl The Supreme Court
yesterday upheld a controversial
federal
law
requiring banks to keep extensive records and report
to the government on large
cash transactions by their
customers
The 6 to 3 decision
sustained the government's
contention that the law's
provisions
were
a
constitutionally permissible
means to counter increasingly
sophisticated
crime.
In upholding the Bank
Secrecy Act. the court said
neither the law nor accompanying regulations of
the Treasury Department
violate the Fourth Amend
ment protection of the right
against sell incrimination
Under the department's
regulations,
banks must
report the names of those
involved and a summary of
domestic cash transactions
involving more than $10,000
and international currency

IN ANOTHER decision
the court voted 7 to 2 to
sustain the right of localities
to write zoning laws banning
communal living in family
residential areas
The
zoning
case
questioned
the constitu
tionality of an ordinance
enacted by the village ol
Belle Terre. NY., prohibiting occupancy of a
home by more than two
unrelated persons in an area
zoned
one-family
residential.
No size limit was placed

BEER
532 EAST WOOSTER 51
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on the number of family
members who could occupy
one dwelling
The issue reached the
Supreme Court alter six
students Irom the State
University of New York at
Stony Brook rented a sixbedroom house in the
village.
Writing for the court.
Douglas said states were
entitled to make that kind ol
economic and social
judgment and enforce il
with zoning laws
It
involves
no
'fundamental'
right
guaranteed by the Constitution such as voting, the
right ol association, the
right of access to the courts,
or any rights ol privacy,"
Douglas said
Marshall and Brennan
dissented

versity now contracts are
point of-issuance bids Cost
charged Food Services is
based on the item's price at
the lime of delivery, not a
pre-arranged figure.
"In some cases you're
lucky to receive a bid or find
the product itself." said
Milliron. "There's certain
vegetables we can't even
touch "
Unavailability of items,
such as cheese, have not
drastically changed the
selection offered students
"We haven't completely
taken products off the menu
if they're hard lo get We
have to do it on the spot, and
alter the menu if we can't
get it." said Ruth Friend,
director of quality control.
However,
some cost
increases are passed down
to the consumer, the
student Eight sandwiches
and 12 beef items showed
price hikes beginning this
quarter
VEGETABLES went from
20 to 25 cents across the
board, and all beverages
were left at 15 cents.

"These are our first price
increases
since
last
spring," Friend said "And
there have been absolutely
no portion reductions in that
time "
The rising University food
bill has not forced any staff
to be released "However,
any people who drop out of
work now are not being
replaced." said Milliron
A FIVE dollar per
quarter board increase was
voted by the Board ot
Trustees beginning next fall,
said Milliron
"That five dollars will be
fairly well eaten up by the
minimum wage increase,
which
we
hadn't
anticipated," said Milliron
Milliron
and
his
colleagues believe the
University is doing very well
considering the low board
rate students are assessed
"Michigan State charges
$345 on an 'all you can eat'
basis." said Friend
And
they're still not in good
shape "
As (or Bowling tireen.

Milliron said, "We forecast
Food Services should come
out just over the 166,000
deficit we had last year."
"A LOT of
schools
anticipate being $250,000 to
$500,000 in the red at the end
of this year." said Milliron
"These
schools are
panicking "
Milliron said
the
University would have a
$450,000 deficit if it were
still on a meal pass basis
"Waste is one great
problem with passes." said
Friend "Our customers are
far moge critical this way.
They don't grab up food they
don't really want. We can
more accurately plan for
them this way."
"Colleges from Colorado,
California, and Oregon are
calling us and asking us how
we do it." said Milliron
"They're interested in our
system and how we keep our
prices so low."
"Our system is designed
to meet individual needs, not
just those of the group It's a
total program yielding total
services.' said Milliron.

University staff banquet set
The annual University
Stall Awards Banquet will
be at 6.30 pm Friday at the
University Union
More than 160 employees
will receive recognition at
the dinner for civil service
and administrative staff
members who have worked
at the University for more
than I ive years
James W. Lessig. director

of Alumni Affairs, will be
toastmaster Employees are
honored at the end ol their
fifth,
tenth, fifteenth,
twentieth or twenty-fifth
year of service.

secretary to the associate
dean of students, and
Ranghild N
Stone, a
University librarian They
will receive their choice of a
watch or ring

This year three persons
will receive 25-year awards
Frank C Arnold, director ol
the University's Counseling
Center; Uoldie C. Hansen.

In addition. 10 former
employees, who retired this
year after five. 10 or 15
years of service, will
receive recognition.

Housing registration April 8
On campus housing reservations for next
year will be accepted by representatives of
the University Housing Office in the various
dormitories beginning April 8
Students can apply for housing in the
lounge or activity room ol their residence
hall Irom 8:15 a m to noon and 1-4:15 p m

the scheduled day
If the demand for housing exceeds
available accommodations, priority will be
given to those who apply for housing on JJie
day designated for their particular hall,
Keservalions will be taken according to the
following schedule

Offenhauer East and West
Compton HaU
Lowry and Harmon
Mooney and Treadway
Alice Prout and Conklin
McDonald East and Kohl
McDonald Northand Rodgers
McDonald West
Chapman and Bromfield
Dunbar and Anderson
Ashley and Darrow
Batchelder

Mon., April 8
Tues, April 9
Wed , April 10
Thurs., April 11
Mon., April 15
Tues., April 16
Wed., April 17
Thurs., April 18
Mon., April 22
Tues., April 23
Wed., April 24
Thurs., April 25

STUDENTS HALF PRICE
For information call 893-0721
A KIN SHAW PRODUCTION

UENEH/YORK
SHAKESPHRE
FESTIlflL
PRODUCED BY
JOSEPH P/4PP,
JOYFULIY
PRESENTS

TI40
GENTLtTMEN
OF NERONK
GB4NDNEU/
/MUSICAL

! BEST MUSICAL *
'TONY AWARD WINNER:

Ticket reservations available Student Activities Office, Room 405, 10 to 12 noon, and 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, Student Services Bldg; Central Travel (Tilmadge & Monroe); Sports Arena; Grin
nell's Westgate ind Woodville Mall; Lamson's downtown; Masonic Auditorium.

TOLEDO MASONIC AUDITORIUM
Friday, April 5 — 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 6 — 2:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday Evening: Orch. $7.50 4 6.50; loge. $7.50; Bale $5.75 & 4.00. Saturday Afternoon:
Orch. $6.00 & 5.00; Loge $6.00; Bat $4.50*330
_____

Pop* a/Th* SO Nawa, Tuoxfoy, April 2, 1974
Hw fsrstww ow npft to strut
Quantities Pnc»* ft ittmi
tfntctivt s! Kroftf in Metro
Bowrtang G't*n stores only Mon. Aprd
1 ttiru Sun., 4pni 7 None
sohf to dealers. Copyright
1974. The Kragtr Co.

Expo 74-minus ecology groups
industries and the United
States Bureau of Reclamation among the 43
exhibitors

SPOKANE, Wash. (API Expo 74. billed as the
World's
Environmental
Fair, lacks a single exhibit
by a national conservation
group.

EXHIBITS will be built
around
the
theme:
"Towards tomorrow's fresh
new environment " The fair,
sanctioned by the Bureau of
International
Expositions,
will be held on a lOO-acre
site along the Spokane
River.
Spokesmen for Friends of

Some ecologists say the
cost would be prohibitive:
Others cite environmental
reasons or complain about
its commercialism
Expo opens on May 4 with
11 nations, three states, two
Canadian provinces, eight

the Earth say they can't
afford the 1750.000 the Expo
officials told them an exhibit
would cost. Space alone,
without interior work, costs
120 a square foot. Expo
officials say.
"No environmental group
can come up with that kind
of money.'' said Friends
official Natalie Roberts in
San Francisco.

commercial enterprise and
we abhor it." he said.
Expo General Manager
Peter Spurney said environmental groups were
welcome to exhibit, "but we
can't subsidize them."
"The regulations are very
specific
We can't treat
Russia one way and
someone else another way,"
Spurney said.

"This is a trade fair put on
by a bunch of merchants to
increase profits. It's a

1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Applications available
for three SBO positions
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Bicycles head theft list
Etsinger's
bike
was
valued at $140. Mitchells
and Rasgaitis' were valued
at $100
William Simmons. 1628
Juniper, reported that $90
and credit cards had been
taken from his wallel
Sunday while in Anderson
Arena Simmons told police
he had the wallet in an
unlocked
locker in the
arena
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Applications lor three Student Body Organization iSBOi
appointed positions are available in 405 Student Services
Bldg
Positions for coordinator ol communications coordinator
of involvement and secretary pay $1 60 per hour
Applicants will be tested on their knowledge of the sludenl
code Applications, which include a descriplion of each
position, must be returned by Friday

Several incidents of theft
in mi i il over the weekend, a
Campus Safety spokesman
said yesterday.
A
tape player and
speakers, three tapes and 10
albums were stolen from the
parked car of Joe Oros. 5301
Theota St, Parma. Ohio.
Total value of the items was
estimated at $400
A Schwinn Varsity 10speed bicycle belonging to
John Fisher, sophomore
IA&SI,
was
reported
missing Friday The bike,
which had been locked, was
valued at $125
On Saturday,
Tom
Etsinger. Ireshman 1A&S1.
Patricia Mitchell, sophomore i Ed. i; and Hichard
Rasgaitis. Ireshman i B.A.I.
reported that their 10-speed
bicycles had been stolen

"THERE'S a good reason
why the Sierra Club isn't
exhibiting at Expo," said
Dr. Thatcher Hubbard of the
Spokane chapter. "Most of
the environmental groups
are opposed to Expo We
call it ecophoney

U Cam birr-

by Garry Trudeau
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Dance
auditions
Auditions for the May 10
and 11 dance shows will be
April 8 at 3 p.m.. April 9 ai 6
pm and April 10 at 2 p.m.
Auditions will consist of a
variety of modern dance
techniques and a prepared
I'i-3 minute presentation,
which may be done silently
or to accompaniment, concentrating on a single body
part
A sign-up sheet for
audition times is on the door
of 301 Women's Bldg

o©

The Payroll
Savings Plan
.makes
the end of
the rainbow
more than
just a dream.

■mi
Tuesday. April 2.1»74

Bridge Lesson Series for Faculty and Stall begin
tonight at 7; 30 p m. in the Wayne Room of the I'nlon
The B.G.S.U. Karate Club will hold a practice session
tonight. Thursday and Sunday from 8-10 p.m in 201
Hayes Hall.
_^__^^_
There will be a meeting of the Rink Hals tonight at
7:00p.m in 2UHayes Hall.
Tonight Is the Stock Market Club's firsl trading night
for Spring Qtr Members will meet in the River Room
of the Union at 7:00p.m.
Karate lessons are now open to new members of the
Bowling Green School of Sell Helens.- Irom 7-9 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays and M p.m. Sundays in 201
HayeiHall.
There will be a Womens Lacrosse practice behind the
WomensBldg today from 4:00 to 5:30pm
RIDES
Ride needed desperately
to N.J. for Easter weekend Will help pay Call
June 352-0484

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Men's blue star
sapphire ring in white
gold setting. P.S.R. on
Inside. Also men's brown
leather gloves and black
and orange sock cap. If
found please call 372
1388
'
HELP WANTED
Position available, Law
clerk. Local B.G Law
Firm seeking person
interested in 1 yr experience in various fields of
law prior to attending
law school Some typing
required
Interested
persons contact 353-5115.
Pissa makers and
delivery people wanted
Apply in person to
Paghai's.
1004 South
Main Street
Co-Go Dancer, over 18.
1120 - - per week 4358878

No« E Bonk i»> S V. .nurM ohen held w
maturity of 5 y*ar*. 10 months A", Ih* hral
yw I Buntfa «r* liplwi if torn. Molrn. or
dMInjyadWMHt nilild they can or ,Mh*4
■I yuur bank Iwlinl w not *ubnvt to MH
or lucnl iMwnt UIM, and (ndcral us may
be d-frrrvd until rrdrmatwn

Take stock in America.
Now Bonda mature in Una than ail year*

1

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Riders wanted Anyone,
anywhere between Bryan
and B.C. close to Route
6 Call 636-17M or write
CM. Long 807 E Wilson
St Bryan, Ohio 43506
There really is an end of
the rainbow.
It's not the gold-filledpot variety, and it's not
something-for-nothing.
But join the Payroll
Savings Flan and see what
we mean. Automatically,
an amount you specify is
withheld from your paycheck and used to buy U.S.
Savings Bonds.
You'll be surprised how
much you can save. It's
like the end of the rainbow
because when the Bonds
mature you have all that
you'vesaved, plus interest.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
through the Payroll Savings Plan. It's a practical
way to put hard cash at the
end of the rainbow.

CLaSSIFIED -*•*■

Wanted: Girls for
summer service station
help. Uniforms furnHfcea CaU8i»-30H.
LEGAL SECRETARY.
We are looking for
someone with good skills
who enjoys responsibility
and thrives an variety.
Experience preferred
bat enthusiasm counts
too. Full or part tune

now. full time by June
No short timers Call 3535815
WANTED
Used bicycle, for reasonable price. Call 352-067,
Place to live for 1 m lor
Spring Would like own
rm Call 2-5781.
Need 1 girl to fill 4-girl
apt at Campus Manor
for Spring Qtr Ph 352
9302 from 1 4 30
1 f. needs rmmts. for
sum and or fall 352-6061
Loci

nancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 24 hour service
116431-1557
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East. The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere" EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go Phone us toll-free.
24 hours a day. at i8001
223-5509.
Need to talk? Decisions''
Call us at EMPA for
pregnancy aid 352-6236
M 11-1: TWR6 30-9:30. F
J*
For your PHOTOGRAPHIC needs portraits, passports, applications and etc
Welssbrod Studio 123 W
Wooster. Ph 354-9041
SKIN PROBLEM'' Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARLITE Call for
appointment Betty 3528841.
._
PERSONALS

1 male rmmt for 1974-75
School year Call 351-

Dave and Jan. Congrats
on your recent pinning. Is
there a chair outside?
Your AEPi Brothers

1 f rmmt April - June
own room WO mo. 3519128

The tea with the Sigma
Nus was a Florida of a
good time The Gamma
Phis.

aon.

Need 1 m to sublt. apt.
CHEAP' Call 352-7655
1 fern, rmmt for Spr
Qtr 352-5751 or 3514135
Girl to share apt Own
room W block from
campus 352-5751
2 men to live in Haven
House Apts next year.
Call Rick 352-6987, Tom
372-4447.
1 m. rmmt. needed to
share apt at 154 mo. 352
0374

Students parking cars at
Trinity United Methodist
Church. NOTICE You
are welcome to park free
from 8:00 a.m. to 6 pa.
daily, but cars MUST
vacate the parking lot
after 6 p.m. There will be
NO weekend parking at
all except for Church
business Violators will
be towed away at owners
expense after April 1,
1974

Fern roomie immediately at Cherry Hill 352
0179

The sisters of Gamma
Phi would like to congratulate
Nancy
Lockwood on receiving
the Jackie Grlbbons
Award

1 f. to sublet apt Spring
4 Summer 8(5 mo. Call
352-6706.

Needed One clown to
entertain at party. Will
pay. Call 352-2569

SERVICES OTTERED

The hermaphrodite went
Chi O neophyte. Congrats
Hlebel Luv, theBIg Vs.

Abortion Information
Service Clinic very clow
to area 1-24 week preg-

KAPPA

DELTA

18

PSYCHED FOR RUSH!

door good condition (200
3539931

The Gamma Phis wonder
who finally gave Gail a
Sigma Chi lavalier...Frank? Congrats to
you both The Sisters.

66 Sunbeam Alpine Call
Napoleon 592-5348

CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS BY PHILIP
MORTON AT THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut
Come have a RUSH with
us. open rush at AEPi
House. Tuesday 7 to 9
FOR SALE
Micltcord, E-V664var
imp like new 352-9380
after 6pm
Harmony elec. Guitar. 2
pick-ups, 2 cut-away
acoustic, arched bridge,
new 8200. asking 1115
Ph. 352-7107
65 VW conv good cond
tape-deck. Call 352-6831
Panasonic Reel to Reel
Tape Recorder Original
cost 8370 Best offer Call
352-6683
67 Dodge Van 8800. Call
352-6986 leave message
for Bill.
Honda 305 Just tuned,
new rear brake and tire.
Make offer 317 N.
Summit or 351-6831
1(73 Fisher 35; 100 watt
amp with turntable,
tuner, and XP66C
speakers. 8400 or best
offer Call 351-8951
.
Pentax camera with case
and 135 mm lens with
case, good condition Ph.
353-6838 after 6 pm.
Dual 1218 turntable and
HK 1000 cassette deck
372-5079.
1*71 Subaru, excellent
cond. 33 miles'gallon
81100 firm 351-5667
G.E stereo, tuner, turntable. 1 speakers, dust
cover 6 mos old (80
351-7627
Stereo 8-track, radio AMFM. turntable, speakers.
8100 must sell quick. Call
352-4377.
Emerson
console
stereo-Gerrard turntable
6 spkrs beautiful cabinet
351-93*0 after 6 pm.
10 x SO Mobile Home la
good condition 655-37*1.
IMS Buk* LeSabre 2-

FOR RENT
2 bedroom Apt available
for Spring Qtr Call 3529378.
3 bedroom, air conditioned carpeted, downtown. June 1 352-7763
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr.. Furn 2 bed . 2
baths. 8225 mo. 3
occupants (240 mo 4
occupants 1 bed furn . 2
adults 8170 mo Prices
are for a 9 mo lease,
heal 4 water furn, lower
prices for 1 year lease
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 3524194 or 1-893-W82 collect
Apartment to sublet
Spring quarter. 2 bdrms..
unfurn. 3185 mo. For
information call 352-9378.
NICE 4 bdrm. apt. for 5
or 6 mature co-eds summer i tall - 1 block
from campus - 1 bdrm
apt. for married couple fall 352-7056 after 5
Furn Apt for 2 pers. to
sublease for summer on
S. Summit. Reasonable
352-5071.
Apartment to sublet
Spring quarter 2 bdrms.
lvt baths 865 mo. For
information call 3M-8378.
Summer Quarter one or
two man apartment one
block from campus. Paid
utilities, air conditioning.
Call Jeff or John 3534369.
Nice 2-bed apts. for 4
students furn., a/c.
Summer & Fall rentals
'with * mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 14*0
Clough Call 354-7M1 or
353-3143 for information.
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom
apartments for four
students Big closets.
carpeting throughout,
good
locations
Apartment buildings
located at 511 East
Merry and 824 Sixth
Street Phone 353-7381 for
further information.
Apartment to sublet
Spring quarter. 3 males.
1(8 mo. For information
call 35**371.

Stickers mangle Irish
By Dan liar field
Assistant Sports Editor
The nationally ranked
Falcon lacrosse team,
behind the fancy field
maneuvers and recordscoring tactics of Vern
Zabek, smashed visiting
Notre Dame. 10-3. last
Saturday afternoon at Doyt
L Perry Field
Before an opening day
crowd of 750. the lfilh rated
stickers ml titrated the Irish
detense for three extra-man
goals
Zabek,
a junior
.HI,it km.in
tallied three
unassisted
goals
and
assisted fellow attacker Bill
Grimes tor a pair ol goals,
and midfielder I'aul Collins
for two scores
The
hied up
Falcon
laymen opened the game
with some hand checking,
poking and slashing and
within a minute ol each
olhi'i
/.abek and Tony
Vaccaro put the Falcons
ahead. 2-0
w lnle file Falcons had
lilllc trouble penetrating the
spic.nl thin Irish delense.
the opposite was true lor the
South Bend. Ind visitors
Zabek supplied the offensive
fireworks with his lancy
darning behind the net to
score the first goal which
looked like an easy "gill
ND COULDN'T muster
any serious scoring threats
as the Falcon defense was
effective in clearing the ball
up field to the waiting
middies and attackers
Belore the lirst peiod
expired, the Falcons held ■
4-1 edge Zabek patented
.ihiithci unassisted shut and
three yeai co captain i'aul
Vrayne slammed home an
undeihand shovel shot from
about thirty feel out on the
left side
Zabek better known to

Fout-y«at viitfon and co-captain foul Wayne lakes a
breather from last Saturday's action. Tho senior middle scored
an underhand goal early in the third quarter. (Newsphoto by
Joseph Click)
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Diamondmen face Flyers
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
Baseball season openers
tend to be -trange affairs in
Falconland -sometimes they
never open at all
The weather in Bowling
Green in early April does
little to inspire the playing
01 the national game Never
theless. the Falcons lake to
the Warren E Steller turl al

2 p m today, snow or shine
for an opening day doubleheader
against
the
University of Da v ton

ALTHOUGH. Dayton is
125 miles south of BG, the
Flyers and the K,ill oils-h.ive
.i stmllai problem Cold
winter Weather has limited
the outdooi practice tune ol
both teams
Falcon iiientni Don Purvis
was quite pleased With Ills
teams performance on the
recently concluded southern
road trip as BG notched a M
record The coach rated Ihe
showing
a strong one
considering the calihct "I
the opposing teams anil tin
fact lhal the southern teams

IAA notes
Entries tor men ssoltball. coed Softball and team goll are
available Irom fraternity and residence hall athletic
chairmen Students living oil campus can obtain entries al
the intramural ollice. 201 Memorial Hall
Entries are due Tuesday April 7 Play begins April 15

•••

Sigma Phi F.psilon amd Uidgers 2 & :i maintained then
respective leads in the fraternity and residence hall all
sports competition
Sigma Phi F.psilon increased its lead over Phi Delt.i Tliel.i
alter recording victories in swimming and indoor track lot .i
total ol lu:i 5 points Phi Delta Thela has 88 .'> points and
Kappa Sigma is in third place with 72 points
Hodgers 2 4 3 has recorded 158 5 points to lead the
residence hall division Anderson trying to win its fourth
straight title, has moved Irom tilth to second place with a
total of 127 5 points Conklin Hall is a close third with 12'J
points
The spring quarter competition will be based on sot ball
goll track and volleyball

•••

New Century Club members are Gagy Caldwell. Artie
Ciasca. Tom Conway Lynn Crane, Frank DuPuis. Mike
Ellerbrock. Dave O'Ryan. Dave Rollins and Stanene
Strouss. Each has surpassed the 100-mile mark in jogging,
cycling, swimming or hiking
New 300-milcrs are Don Demo and Jim Kellogg and new
500-milers are John Bucholz Ed Duplaga and Al Wilder

T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER
Across from Kohl Hall

JACKETS, JERSEYS,
& T-SHIRTS
"Everything For Your
Everyday Needs" \

MILK

BREAD

BEER

gel
.in
oppm tunily to
practice outdooi The Falcons and the
Flyers must practice
indoors most ol the tune
until the sun makes its
Journey northward The two
teams are equally handicapped
However,
when one
considers the extent ot
program development at the
two schools, the Falcons
have a definite advantage
Tin baseball program al
Dayton is still in the
blossoming stage despite
working within an athletic
environment ihai thrives on
basketball
Consequently,
the !■ lyers arc out to prove
themselves agalnsl the
bigger schools
TARGET No I
Dayton plan is BG

Flyers a little tougher than
then reputation indicates
Scheduled to take the
mound chores for the
Falcons are Kip Young and
Dan Hebel Both turned in
strong performances on Ihe
southern swing while
garnering 2 0 records
BG FANS also will have
the opportunity to see two
Falcon batsmen outfielder
Dick Selgo and third
baseman Joe Meyer who
rank near Ihe top nationally
in slugging percentage
Meyer burned opposing
pitchers during the 10-game
southern trip as he returned
to Falconland with a 48t>
average
while Selgo
garnered 368 mark

in the

rhej re iiying to
upgi.idc their program.
-.ml coach I'm i IS
I know
they
play
several Mid
American
Confeience
MAC I teams this season."
The formula is a lamiliar
one among the smallei
schools gel recognition by
heating the biggies in this
case the MAC schools
This added factor ol
incentive could make the

Women
Women's indoor goll
practice began last Tuesday
and will be held at the Ice
Arena from 9:30-10:30 am
every Tuesday until May 10
Those
who attend
practices are considered a
member of the spring goll
team and will be eligible to
compete
in the Ohio
Invitational May 17-18

that the BG slickers showed
a bit of overanxiousness in
the game
"We tended to overplay at
the beginning and be overly
aggressive." Wilcox said
"Later in the game we
settled down and played the
usual conservative game ."

CREASEMAN

STEVE

Cabalka
opened
the
second-half BG scoring blitz
when he took a ten-foot pass
from Zabek and slammed it
home for the eighth Falcon
point
Zabek. who ligured in on
seven of the ten Falcon

scores for the day tallied his
final goal of the afternoon
coming from behind the net.
and passed off to Collins
later in the game for the
latter's second score of the
afternoon Coach Mickey
Cochrane said the junior
attackman just found a
weakness in the Irish
"Vern has been a big
scorer for us. but he just
exploited a weakness in
Notre Dame," Cochrane
said "Not taking anything
away from Vern. he's a fine
scorer, but Vern or someone
else will be a big scorer next
week

- FEATURING -
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Char Broiled Steaks aad
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. Fell Coarse Family Din-
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12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES

TER

SI^ET 5SS

1 NOON SPECIALS DAILY

liEaas

THE IRISH are now 2-3
The Falcons are 1-0 and will
meet Wittenberg Saturday
in the first Midwest
Lacrosse
Association
i Ml.A i game for both
squads

History prevailed
last
weekend lor (he Bowling
Green goll team as Ihe Ohio
Stale Quadrangular meet
was rained out
Two years ago. the
Falcons only played 18 of the
36 holes in the meet due to
snow
Last spring, the
competing schools played a
practice round before the
meet was postponed because
of rain
BG GOLF mentor John
Piper stressed that the Ohio
State meet was vital to the
Falcons and he was hopeful
that meet officials would
reschedule it.
The Falcons didn't even
make the trip to the state
capital last Friday for the
practice round and the same
story held true Saturday.
Piper said he would like
the meet to be rescheduled
for next Tuesday
"We'd like to get on the
Ohio State course before the
Kepler Invitational I April
20-21 at OSU) and I'd like to
get to see the men under
competition and try to get a
set line-up," Piper said. "If
it's not rescheduled, we've
lost the opportunity to
experiment with the lineup."

AFTER BEING notified
of
the rainout Friday
morning. Piper and his
squad journeyed to Toledo
and played a practice round
Freshman Bob Belmonle
took honors wilh a 74 with
Ken Walters firing a 75 for
runner-up
Jim Decker
totaled 76 and Steve Mossing
was a stroke behind with a
78
The
scores
were
exceptionally
well.

considering
the harsh
weather Seven ol the 12
golfers broke 80
Piper said yesterday that
he would like his team to
engage in a round this
afternoon on the BG course
weather permitting

THE

EVALUATION

round will be used to
determine who will go lo the
Marshall Invitational this
weekend
Five golfers.

Wallers. Mark McConnell.
Mossing.
Decker
and
Belmonle are delimles. but
Piper is undecided on Ihe
other pertormer.
Even with the Marshall
meet u p c o m i n g this
weekend, the BG coach is
concerned with the Ohio
State meet
"We're anxious lo get
down there on that course if
they allow us." he said

Will WFL hurt CFL?
CHICAGO (API - The
executive director of the National
Football
League
Players Association said
yesterday the World Football League's signing of
NFL players won't hurt the
quality of play in the established league-but it might
destroy the Canadian
Football League
ED
GARVEY
said
yesterday he was "very
surprised'' that Larry
Csonka, Paul Warfield and
Jim Kiick of the Dolphins
were signed to a three-year.
S3-million-plus package by
the Toronto Northmen of the
WFL
"I think it could have a
bad effect on the Canadian

Football League." Garvey
said "Now the WFL can do
what the NFL never could
do...destroy the Canadian
league."
Garvey said he had no
personal bad feelings about
the signings since he
predicted thai within a few
months" the
Players
Association
will
be
representing all three

CINEMA I

leagues.
GARVEY said that he did
not think the signing by the
WFL of established NFL
players would
hurt
the
quality of NFL play but said
the move by the three
Dolphins was in line with the
Players
Association
demands
that
individual
players have the freedom to
pick and choose their teams.

M0NDAY-1HURSDAY
7:20 & 9:50

10 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
includinf-BEST PICTURE! BEST ACTRESSI
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESSI BEST DIRECTORI
ALL SEATS-13.00
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES
TICKETS ON SALE
60 MINUTES PRIOR

CONGRATULATIONS TO

TO EACH SHOW

OUR NEW GAMMA PHI BETA

Only Seating Capacity
Will be Sold

Actives

NO ONE SEATED
AFTER PERFORMANCE
STARTS.

Margaret Bongey

Sue Matoney

Lori Childs

Gail AAcAdow

Cathy Dougherty

Barb McKee

Katie Durham

Deb Kleman

Engagement
SORRY-NO PASSES
CINEMA II

WILLIAM PETER BLATTTS

THE
EXDROST
D.-«-c= b.WlLLLAM FRIEDK1N
<sWB FW Www Bros Q

MONDAY-THURSDAY
7:15 & 9:45

Ssturdsy & Sundsy Continuous Perform«ixes-2:O0,4:45,7:30,10:15

io ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!

INCLUDING - BEST PICTURE! BEST ACTOR! BEST DIRECTOR!

Sundays 7: 3S-7: N

^yffflk

"We looked sloppy in
spots, but we had more shots
on target and a few pipers
I shots that hit the side and
cross bars i. We're going to
have to get our shots off
earlier." he added

Rain cancels OSU meet

Special Road Show

^4,

Cochrane said overall the
Falcons did OK' for the
first game

Falcon micHfeMman Rich Alpert (left) attempt, a shot past a Notre Dam*
delender in last Saturday's game. The Falcons took an early 4-0 lead and
easily whipped the Irish, 10-3. (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)

Shot

By Dick Rees
Stall Writer

SPORTS

Tuesday, April 2, 1974

Falcon lacrosse followers as
an assist artist, set up three
scores in the second period
From behind the net, he
fired the ball twice to fellow
attackman Bill Grimes and
middle Paul Collins, to give
the Falcons a 7-1 lead at
halftime.
All-American ilefenseman
Mike Wilcox had an unusual
day with three trips to the
penalty area. Usually able to
get away with certain poke
checks, and "love swats.'"
Wilcnx was ordered to the
box for two onthe-head
miscues and one cross check
violation He pointed out

Bonnie Schoeder
Carol Wentling

Barb Snyder
Corrine Hughes

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
BEDFORD
ROBERT
SHAW

IMC STING

AGKXXStPOWlFUrf

nossaxoi««i*MB«ncnsf |g|

I
i
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Kenny White

WFL nabs Dolphin stars and...
superstars such as Csonka and Warlield Kiick is an
adequate running back but had seen extended bench service
with the emergence of Mercury Morris.
Chances are that Robbie didn't want to risk the possibility
of ruining the Miami franchise by trying to match the
millions guaranteed to the Dolphin trio.
This became more relevant due to the lact that Miami has
won two Super Bowls and the entire team would be looking
for latter contracts.
EVEN though this is the option year for the defected
players-their Toronto contracts will be honored starting
with th 1975 season -it certainly puts a new outlook
pertaining to contract negotiations with the owners and
players.
Established players in the senior circuit definitely will
take a second look at the financial security that the WFL
may very well have to offer
I personally believe that the trio made the right move and
that they will be the ones who benefit more from the move.
Lets face it. turning down $l million isn't the easiest thing
in the world to do
Sorry all of you Dolphin fanatics but SI million is no
peanuts by any means in any man's language.
One thing which is very much true is that neither one ol
the three would have made SI million in the NFL
Prolessional football just isn t the high paying sport such .is
prolessional basketball or hockey.
BOBBY HULL who was a superstar lor the Chicago Black
Hawks in the National Hockey League right now is living the
life ol Riley along with having a cool {I million bank account
after he defected to the Winnipeg Jets in the new World

The National Football League better quickly open up Its
eyes and reallie that the fledging World Football League is
II every bit for real
The WFLs objective is to become a success as instantly
as> possible at any cost It can be pointed out that the
financial situation of the league appears to be shaky but it's
the main weapon that the WFL owners have lo challenge the
senior circuit
THIS ol course became evident with the weekend signings
of the Miami Dolphins super trio of Larry Csonka. Jim Kiick
and Paul Warfield
Last Sunday, the super trio, which has been an integral
component to the Dolphins success story of two consecutive
Super Bowls, inked a guaranteed lucrative $3 million-plus,
three-year package with the Toronto Northmen
The three became the most important players to delect
from the NFL after the Hawaii team coaxed the New York
Giants Richmond Flowers in the WFL s first raid ol NFL
players
At first, it was thought that the rumors of the trio
defecting lo the Toronto team, which had the draft rights ol
the trio, was a farce Csonka pointed out the fact in an
Associated Press wire story that there had not been any
negotiations between the three players and the Dolphins lor
2' i months after Miami won the Super Bowl
ED KEATING, who represents the players, presented a
similar package to Miami proxy Joe Robbie Robbie on the
other hand didn't want to talk money over the phone and
consequently lost out to the Toronto team
The time span alone with the Miami organization is
unbelievable when it came to dealing with proven

Trackmen meet Toledo
By Jerry Maiek
No wonder BG coach Mel
Brodt yawned as he spoke
about today's Toledo track
meet
Traditionally. BU-Toledo
encounters in any sport
attract many fans from both
schools who anticipate
seeing a close battle Such
will not be the case today
when the Falcon track team
10-11 travels to Toledo for a
3:30 p.m. dual meet
Running events start at 4
p.m
The Rocket cindermen
have finished in the league
basement the last four
years, and Brodt sees the
meet as a warmup lor the
Falcons, who travel to
Athens Friday lor the Ohio
University Relays
"Toledo has strong individuals in the discus and
the three mile
he said
"But they have no depth
and the size ol their squad is
smaller than ours

spring football have laken
their loll
A poor showing in the fiejd
events caused BG to drop
their outdoor season opener
to I- in ni.in during spring
break.

Toledo's track roster lists
29 athletes for the 19 dual
meet events, while Brodt
reported his squad numbers
63
Top individuals for Toledo
are Barry
Fishier
defending
Mid-American
Conlerence (MACI discus
champion, and distance ace
Walt Rodriguez

What really pleased me
aboul the spring trip." Brodt
said, was the total team
aspect. Good individuals
make a lotal learn elforl.
and team members were
pitching in other events that
weren't their speciality
However, you can expect a
runner to compete in the
weigh! events." he said
Ron Weber, injured on the
spring trip, is recuperating
If able, he will compete in
the two-day decathalon this
weekend at Athens The
decathalon was added to the
MAC meet this season
Today's meet is Toledo's
outdoor season opener. It
will be held on a field
adjacent to the Tl' Health
and
Physical
Education
Building near the Glass
Bowl

FISHLER. a six-toot. 22f>
lbs
junior, holds Tl"s
school discus mark ol
1738
Brodt has no one to
challenge Fishier, in tact, he
has no weight men at all
"We have no one at all lor
the shot put. discus or
hammer throw. Brodt said
"This is our worst position
ever since I've been here
and we shouldn't be in it
We'll just have to try lo
recruit more weight men
"We thought we were in
good shape when the indoor
MMOfl IWgM," Brodt said
but added that injuries,
academic inehgibility and
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Guaranteed To End Your Tuesday Nite Blues!
FINE FOLK 8. COUNTRY & WESTERN MUSIC

CARL SEITZ

Hockey League two seasons ago.
There are rumors circulating that Joe Namath may follow
suit of the Dolphin trio for a large sum with either the New
York or Birmingham franchise of the WFL.
NAMATH, who is synonomous with big money endeavors,
was a prime figure when the NFL and American Football
League were at war in the early 60s.
The New York Jets inked him to one of the biggest
contracts i an estimated $400.0001 in football history after he
graduated from the University of Alabama
Namath recently finished a two year contract with the
New York Jets which was estimated around the
neighborhood of $500,000 It does not appear the Jets will pay
the injury prone star passer the same amount when contract
negotiations begin.
Eventually the two leagues merged as one in an effort to
slop the contracts from reaching astronomical heights as
well as making the owners broke
Right now the NFL owners find themselves in the same
precarious position again of trying to keep a secure grasp on
established players along with level payrolls
It can certainly be pointed out that with the signing ol

Csonka. Kiick and Warfield a migration to the WFL is very
much more prevalent than before by NFL players.
THE SIGNINGS right now gives tile Toronto team an
instant gate attraction, respectability and a good chance to
capture the WFLs first championship On the other hand it
gives the new league automatic prestiege instead of a
questionable image.
Apparently the money is very much available in the new
league along with opportunities for many ball players who
could not make the grade in the NFL There are also more
opportunities that will become more prevalent as the WFL's
season approaches in July.
Hopefully the NFL will take light to the fact that the new
league is for real and they have every intention of being a
success belore the two leagues get into a salary war again
The ground work has been laid remarkably well along with
the securing of financially stable owners
The WFL knows what it takes to survive-money-and
the signings of the Miami trio give every indication that the
owners are out to give the NFL a run for its superiority
Their success or lailure certainly depends a lot on the
almighty dollar

Save

HELP WANTED!

the News

Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

For Your Viewing Pleasure:

352-5221

2 Black Films
"A Warm December"
7:30 p.m.

"THE MACK"
9:30 p.m.

April 5 & 6
105 Hanna Hall

MARKETING
MAJORS
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KAPPA DELTA IS PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE 16
NEW INITIATES!
DEBBI ELMY
LEE TAYLOR
KATHY REESE
KAREN KUNTZ
PENNY MARKS
CRIS MARTIN
LINDA KEYSE
DANA B0EHLER

SUSIE DUFFEY
LISA CHAMBERS
SUNNY JUSTICE
MEGKLINKSICK
MONICA WILSON
BETH BRADBURN
ROBIN R0UTS0NG
MARLENE MILLER

WELCOME TO OUR CIRCLE
•INK

1

11 III till II Nil 11
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Midwest manufacturer has immediate opening for campus representative to sell and
develop test market data for new product on
campus level. Excellent earning potential.
For local interview contact:

furta r I vocals

Tonit* 9 -Infinity??
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- fettfpu?
115 COURT ST.

Mr. Jan Gaydos
Marketing Manager
Poly Products

P.O. Box 399
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452

ph. (419) 635-2619

UA0 PRESENTS

COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY, APRIL 7,8 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM - UNION
TICKETS

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

$4 General Reserved
$3 General Admission

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

AVAILABLE AT UAO OFFICE 22343
3RD FLOOR UNION

df PISANELLO'S

EVERYONE IS RUSHING

Houses & Apartments
For Rent

FREE RAP SESSION 6:00 MAM AUD. UNIV. HALL

FOR SUMMER & FALL

CM*
really delicious u

12 • t 3.00

DOMINO'S PIZZA

16"

352-5221

s

4.50

FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

TAU KAPPA EPSIL0N
TONIGHT FROM 7 TO 9 PM
*****************

